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Abstract: As assisted driving technology advances and vehicle entertainment systems rapidly de-
velop, future vehicles will become mobile cinemas, where passengers can use various multimedia
applications in the car. In recent years, the progress in multimedia technology has given rise to im-
mersive video experiences. In addition to conventional 2D videos, 360◦ videos are gaining popularity,
and volumetric videos, which can offer users a better immersive experience, have been discussed.
However, these applications place high demands on network capabilities, leading to a dependence
on next-generation wireless communication technology to address network bottlenecks. Therefore,
this study provides an exhaustive overview of the latest advancements in video streaming over
vehicular networks. First, we introduce related work and background knowledge, and provide an
overview of recent developments in vehicular networking and video types. Next, we detail various
video processing technologies, including the latest released standards. Detailed explanations are
provided for network strategies and wireless communication technologies that can optimize video
transmission in vehicular networks, paying special attention to the relevant literature regarding
the current development of 6G technology that is applied to vehicle communication. Finally, we
proposed future research directions and challenges. Building upon the technologies introduced in
this paper and considering diverse applications, we suggest a suitable vehicular network architecture
for next-generation video transmission.

Keywords: vehicular networks; 6G; video streaming; video processing technology; resource allocation

1. Introduction

The continuous evolution of technology is guiding us towards a new era, especially
with the ongoing development in assisted driving technology. This advanced technology
is not just aimed at improving driving safety and convenience; it also paves the way for
exciting possibilities in vehicular entertainment experiences. Future autonomous vehicles
are envisioned to operate independently, reducing the reliance on driver intervention. This
autonomy is made possible through enhanced safety features and improved energy effi-
ciency, ultimately contributing to a decrease in the environmental impact [1]. Furthermore,
as drivers are relieved of the constant need to monitor the road, passengers within the
vehicle will find themselves with increased leisure time for engaging in various activities.
These may include participating in online meetings, watching videos, playing games, and
listening to music, all without the concern for driving safety. This shift in dynamics is poised
to revolutionize people’s perception of vehicles, turning them from traditional modes of
transportation into versatile, multi-functional leisure and entertainment spaces. Assisted
driving technology provides people with the opportunity to enjoy diverse entertainment
activities while on the move, and this trend that integrates technology and entertainment
will offer drivers a more enjoyable driving experience.

Due to the swift progression of mobile video technologies, encompassing advance-
ments like 4K/8K, 3D, virtual reality (VR)/augmented reality (AR)/Mixed Reality (MR),
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High Frame Rate (HFR), and High Dynamic Range (HDR), there has been a notable surge
in global data traffic in recent years. This upward trajectory is anticipated to persist in
the decades ahead, with projections suggesting that global mobile data traffic is poised to
hit 282EB per month by 2027. Of this, nearly 79% is expected to be constituted by video
traffic. Thus, ensuring the provision of top-notch video services for users remains a matter
of utmost significance [2].

The advancements in multimedia technology have propelled the growth of immersive
video experiences. Particularly, VR technology has seen rapid progress in recent years,
and 360◦ video, a pivotal type of VR content, has become increasingly prevalent in our
daily lives, capturing widespread attention. The adoption of 360◦ video extends across
various domains, including education, simulation, and gaming, earning praise for its ability
to deliver immersive content [3]. Unlike traditional two-dimensional (2D) videos that
cover a limited flat plane, 360◦ video envelops viewers, occupying their entire field of view
(FoV). The emergence of commercial head-mounted displays (HMDs) grants audiences
the freedom to adjust their viewpoint towards desired content by simply moving their
heads, replicating a more natural human experience. When viewed on 2D flat screens, such
as smartphones or computers, users retain flexibility in changing the viewing direction,
allowing them to watch videos from their preferred angles.

Modern and forthcoming communication systems are structured to address the evolv-
ing landscape of multimedia applications, introducing significant network challenges. For
instance, 360◦ video, being more immersive than traditional video, demands increased
bandwidth and comes with stringent latency requirements for quality streaming trans-
mission. To address the bandwidth requirements of 360◦ video, tile-based solutions have
become a standard approach. Leveraging projection techniques for the transformation of
360◦ videos into a 2D format, the videos are subsequently partitioned into numerous tiles,
each capable of individual download as separate entities. Through this approach, clients
can allocate the majority of resources to the tiles within the user’s viewport—the ones that
are most likely to be displayed—ensuring a consistent Quality of Experience (QoE), even if
the resolution of tiles outside the viewport is lower or if they are not downloaded at all [4].

In addition to 360◦ videos, volumetric videos are expected to become the next genera-
tion of videos, providing a six-degrees-of-freedom (6DoF) immersive viewing experience.
It is poised to emerge as a pivotal application in 6G cellular networks, demonstrating
promising potential in sectors like entertainment, healthcare, and education [5]. Due to
having more multidimensional information compared to conventional videos and 360◦

videos, transmitting volumetric videos requires a substantial amount of bandwidth. The
most significant challenge is the massive volume of frames, requiring Gbps-scale ultra-high
bandwidth, which surpasses the capabilities of current 5G networks [6]. Hence, several
studies propose network solutions to optimize immersive video streaming by improving
the bandwidth, reducing transmission delays, and mitigating computational demands [7].

1.1. Distinguishing Video Transmission between a Typical Network and a Vehicular Network

The future development of vehicular networks will profoundly impact the automotive
industry, with one key application being video transmission. Traditional methods of video
transmission typically involve downloading over mobile networks or Wi-Fi. However, the
video transmission provided by future vehicular networks will exhibit distinctive features,
setting it apart from conventional video transmission methods.

Firstly, future vehicular networks will place greater emphasis on real-time performance
and stability. Vehicle communication systems must ensure the smooth transmission of
data, even when vehicles are traveling at high speeds, to provide passengers with a
seamless experience. This necessitates vehicular networks possessing low latency and high
bandwidth characteristics to ensure that the videos that users watch are not interrupted or
affected by buffering.

Secondly, security is a pivotal concern in the prospective transmission of vehicular
network videos. While a vehicle is in operation, communication systems within the vehicle
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must secure data to prevent unauthorized access and potential attacks, ensuring the effective
protection of video data throughout the transmission process.

Within the vehicular network, the communicating entities exhibit diverse character-
istics, including stationary elements like roadside units (RSUs), slow-moving vehicles
navigating through traffic jams and road intersections, and swiftly moving entities such as
vehicles on less populated highways. This spectrum of node mobility introduces various
challenges to vehicular communication. Furthermore, in scenarios that are characterized by
high environmental density, despite the considerable data transfer capabilities, numerous
issues emerge due to elevated road traffic density. In the realm of vehicular networks,
challenges include encountering data collisions, channel fading, bandwidth limitations,
instances of packet dropping, and complications arising from signal interference [8].

The transmission of video in vehicular networks places a heightened focus on real-
time performance, low latency, high reliability, and effective mobility management. This
emphasis is crucial to meet the specific requirements of the dynamic vehicular environment.
Owing to the swift progress in chip technology, contemporary vehicles can be equipped
with potent processors and sizable hard drives. This endows them with substantial compu-
tational, storage, and communication capabilities. Consequently, vehicles can engage in
communication with a variety of entities, such as pedestrians, RSUs, satellites, networks,
the cloud, and other vehicles. By leveraging the distinctive advantages of vehicle mobility
and communication, this technological integration effectively tackles the issue of network
congestion in video transmission among vehicles.

1.2. Related Surveys and Our Contributions

Table 1 reflects a comprehensive exploration of our literature review, encompassing
various aspects of video transmission [7,9–17]. The symbol
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The Table 1 analysis highlights a dearth of research addressing vehicular network
video transmission. A notable contribution comes from Jiang et al. [9], who systematically
explored resource allocation for video streaming in vehicular networks, emphasizing the
integration of video communication, caching, and computation. However, this paper
briefly introduced encoding techniques, lacking coverage of other video processing tech-
nologies and 6G-related content. Khan et al. [16] examined caching strategies, computation
offloading, and collaborative caching in video streaming with Mobile Edge Computing
(MEC). While addressing challenges associated with 360◦ video transmission, they briefly
touched upon related research on vehicular networks. However, their analysis lacked
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comprehensive discussions on volumetric video, video processing technologies, and the
implications of 6G technology.

In a different perspective, Xu et al. [12] conducted a review on visual attention model-
ing and explored visual quality assessment for 360◦ video. However, their study did not
delve into volumetric video or introduce encoding techniques. Yaqoob et al. [13] proposed
adaptive solutions for 360◦ video, covering viewport-dependent, viewport-independent,
and tile-based schemes, and briefly touched on 6DoF, but their discussion lacked a com-
prehensive exploration of the latest advancements in video processing and 6G technology.
Ruan and Xie [10] provided a summary of QoE technologies for 360◦ video but did not
delve into volumetric video and coding standards. Tang et al. [11] surveyed recent machine
learning-based network optimization for Quality of Service (QoS) and QoE, primarily
focusing on ABR-related research, while not extensively reviewing other video process-
ing technologies. Additionally, their introduction to the technologies used in 6G was
not exhaustive.

Turning to Cai et al. [15], they provided an introduction to 360◦ video, exploring
projection and coding techniques, yet their research did not encompass volumetric video
and other optimization technologies. Wong et al. [7] discussed streaming methods, MEC,
5G, and 6G networks in the context of 360◦ video optimization. Unfortunately, the study
overlooked volumetric video, encoding technologies, and 6G bands. In contrast, Van der
Hooft et al. [14] offered an overview by introducing both 360◦ and volumetric video, cover-
ing developments in compression, transmission, content capturing, and quality perception.
Meanwhile, Mahmoud et al. [17] explored caching and multicast for mobile 360◦ video
transmission, introducing encoding and projection technologies for 360◦ videos. However,
their coverage was limited, lacking information on other image processing technologies,
volumetric video, and 6G technology.

The review of recent research, as summarized in Table 1, underscores a distinct
shortage of research on video transmission within vehicular networks in recent years. This
deficiency is especially evident in the absence of surveys that delve into the integration
of immersive video and the evolving landscape of wireless networking technologies over
next-generation vehicular networks. Therefore, filling in the gaps summarized in Table 1,
we conducted a systematic literature review in this paper. The main contributions of our
work are outlined below:

• In this paper, we provide a comprehensive introduction to and survey of video trans-
mission in vehicular networks, consolidating existing literature surveys relating to
Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X). We emphasize the current inadequacy in applying next-
generation communication technologies to vehicular networks. Additionally, this
work introduces the latest developments in video technology, encompassing not only
traditional flat videos but also emerging immersive applications, including 360◦ videos
and volumetric video.

• We introduce various compression and optimization technologies that are aimed at
conserving video transmission bandwidth. This includes the latest encoding standards
and compression techniques that are specifically designed for immersive video. This
paper also organizes and compares common encoding technologies. Furthermore,
technologies for enhancing video resolution on the client side are discussed, along
with a comprehensive review of adaptive bitrate techniques that dynamically adjust
video resolution based on user network conditions.

• This paper introduces network technologies that are applicable to vehicular networks,
with the goal of enhancing the efficiency of video transmission. These technologies
encompass transmission strategies to reduce latency, bandwidth-saving transmission
techniques, and the implementation of current 5G wireless communication technology.
Additionally, a detailed overview of future 6G wireless communication technology
is provided. The suggested resolution for the bottlenecks that are encountered in
video transmission involves leveraging multiple new frequency bands and employing
advanced communication techniques.
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• Finally, the paper integrates various emerging technologies and proposes a future
architecture for vehicular network video transmission. It adopts distinct video op-
timization techniques that are tailored to the characteristics of different video types
and leverages the unique advantages of vehicular communication in conjunction with
wireless communication technologies to address bandwidth congestion issues.

1.3. Work Organization

The subsequent sections of this article are organized as follows: Section 2 will delve
into research issues relating to vehicular networks. Utilizing existing survey literature on
V2X, this section will address the current challenges that are faced by vehicular communi-
cation. Section 3 will provide an overview of various video types, ranging from traditional
flat videos to the latest immersive videos. In Section 4, a detailed exploration of technolo-
gies that are aimed at reducing video bandwidth will be presented, covering common
encoding standards and compression techniques. Additionally, this section will introduce
technologies for enhancing video resolution and adaptive adjustment of video resolution
and bandwidth. Advancing to Section 5, strategies and communication technologies that
optimize vehicular network video transmission will be introduced. This section will discuss
relevant existing research and provide a detailed overview of actively researched 6G tech-
nology, exploring how 6G communication technology in new frequency bands is applied to
vehicular communication. Finally, Section 6 will integrate various emerging technologies
and propose a future architecture for vehicular network video transmission. It will also
discuss future research directions and potential challenges that may be encountered. The
overview of each individual section is illustrated in Figure 1.
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2. Characteristics of Vehicular Networks

Amidst the swift progress in networking and communication technologies, the mod-
ern Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is flourishing, leading to improvements in
transportation quality across various aspects. Vehicular networks, as a foundational and
vital component of diverse intelligent transportation scenarios, have the capacity to provide
effective vehicle functionalities and services. Consequently, this ensures enhanced traffic
management and improved vehicular interactions, which is particularly crucial for densely
populated metropolitan areas and congested regions facing significant traffic pressure [18].
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Modern automobiles have transcended their conventional role as thermo-mechanical
devices, evolving into a fusion of advanced hardware and software elements. Equipped
with integrated GPS facilities, entertainment systems, wireless communication devices,
sophisticated sensors, visual assistance, automated alarm systems, and robust data pro-
cessing and connectivity features, contemporary vehicles have attained a high level of
technological sophistication. As multiple vehicles traverse the same road segment, the next
logical step in the technological evolution is to enable individual vehicles to communicate
and coordinate with each other. Specifically, vehicular networks utilize vehicular communi-
cations to facilitate instant communication among vehicles, roadside infrastructure, and
pedestrians. In this context, a connected vehicular network holds the potential to offer
features such as traffic management, route scheduling, data exchange, entertainment, and
much more [19]. The primary objective is not only to enhance road safety services but also
to accommodate time-sensitive applications within the Internet of Things (IoT) [20].

V2X technology has emerged as a crucial driving force for the future development
of vehicle applications. By facilitating communication between vehicles and all surround-
ing devices, V2X aims to enhance driver safety, reduce congestion, improve traffic effi-
ciency, and provide diverse vehicular entertainment information and applications. V2X
encompasses various communication types, including Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-
to-Network (V2N), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), and Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) [21].
Given that V2P typically focuses on predicting collision risks between pedestrians and
vehicles [22], with lower relevance to video transmission, this section will focus on the
introduction of V2I, V2V, and V2N.

2.1. V2I

V2I denotes the exchange of information between vehicles and traffic infrastructure.
This communication technology empowers vehicles to participate in two-way communica-
tion with the infrastructure along the road. The applications of V2I communication are ex-
tensive, covering both safety- and non-safety-related functions. Safety applications include
features like collision warning, emergency vehicle priority, driver assistance, road hazards
warning, speed, and intersection warning messages, all designed to prevent road accidents
and enhance overall mobility. Conversely, non-safety applications are geared towards
improving traffic efficiency and optimization, remote vehicle diagnostics, air pollution
monitoring, and onboard infotainment. These functionalities depend on diverse elements,
technologies, and data formats that are interconnected within V2I ecosystems, enabled by
Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) and Cellular V2X technologies [23].

Numerous investigations into V2I have focused on enhancing the quality of trans-
mission data, employing beamforming techniques, conducting simulations in various
environments, and performing practical measurements. Suleman et al. [23] conducted
a study to determine the optimal IoT protocols for V2I communications. Their research
focused on maintaining data quality across application, transport, and internet layers.
The authors suggested a systematic approach to structure and tailor the IoT protocol
stack, making it easier to identify areas for adjustment and optimization. In the work by
Lopukhova et al. [24], a smart beam-steering algorithm was presented, leveraging vehicle
positioning data. This algorithm enhances the generalization capability of the employed
machine learning (ML) algorithm, mitigating the impact of the received signal power
parameters on system performance and bolstering the system’s resilience against multipath
propagation. Ding et al. [25] introduced a context-aware beam update scheme that is
compatible with standards. This scheme assists the base station in determining when to
initiate beam sweeping by utilizing noisy and quantized feedback on beam-specific layer-1
reference-signal-received power from the vehicle. Yan et al. [26] devised a specialized
mobile network system for vehicular communication, conducting field tests to scrutinize
channel characteristics during handover and exploring a suitable handover mechanism for
the mobile network system. Qiong et al. [27] developed an intelligent vehicular node to
assess the dynamic environment and forecast the optimal minimum contention window,
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ensuring fairness in age. Through the use of a learning algorithm, they assigned the optimal
minimum contention window for the vehicular node, enabling informed decisions based on
historical data. Additionally, they addressed the challenge of determining beam sweeping
decisions for millimeter-wave (mmWave) V2I communications.

The literature has also delved into resource allocation issues in V2I. For instance,
Guo et al. [28] proposed an interference management strategy based on dual graph col-
oring for full-duplex V2I communication. This approach tackles challenges relating to
resource allocation and power control, specifically addressing issues stemming from ex-
cessive self-interference at the full-duplex base station and interference in V2I uplink and
downlink sharing the same resource block. Jin et al. [29] proposed a reinforcement learning
methodology to address the resource allocation challenge in V2I communications. Within
this framework, a reinforcement learning agent situated in a base station allocates a two-
dimensional resource block to each vehicle, ensuring QoS guarantees and maximizing the
total achievable data quantity.

As vehicular networks progress and accommodate diverse video transmission de-
mands for vehicle passengers, challenges associated with resource allocation in V2I com-
munication are anticipated to intensify. Fulfilling the requirements of varied video services,
including entertainment, remote medical consultations, and other interactive experiences,
will demand sophisticated resource allocation strategies to guarantee efficient and reliable
data transmission. This complexity will likely necessitate the implementation of advanced
techniques and optimizations to balance the diverse needs of various applications while
upholding the overall QoS in vehicular networks.

2.2. V2V

V2V communication serves as an information-sharing technology, with a specific
focus on preventing collisions, detecting vehicle speeds, tracking locations, and monitoring
vehicle movements within the context of connected vehicles. It functions by wirelessly
transmitting data between vehicles, aiming to prevent accidents through the exchange of
vital information like speed, positions, and heading. Within ITS, V2V communication plays
a pivotal role in the development of various vehicle applications, contributing significantly
to vehicle safety and the reduction in traffic congestion. Notably, V2V offers dedicated and
continuous communication services, irrespective of the availability of internet facilities [30].

In recent years, numerous studies have explored the application of V2V for data
transmission. Das et al. [30] introduced a secure blockchain-enabled V2V communication
system to enhance vehicle security and ensure secure data sharing and communication
among vehicles. Wang et al. [31] proposed bus-based clustering and mixed data scheduling,
employing buses as cluster heads. The authors conducted a thorough analysis of multiple
characteristics, strategically utilizing them to achieve efficient data dissemination from
buses to ordinary vehicles. Mollah et al. [32] concentrated on the approach to mmWave
communications in vehicular standardization activities. They addressed connected and au-
tonomous vehicle use cases, along with deployment challenges in achieving fully connected
settings in the future. The study also included a comprehensive performance assessment of
mmWave-enabled V2V cooperative perception. Jiang et al. [33] created a hybrid far- and
near-field 3D non-stationary Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) end-to-end channel
model designed for Reconfigurable Intelligent Surface (RIS)-assisted V2V communications
involving a blocking line-of-sight (LoS) path. The model incorporated a dynamic sub-array
partitioning scheme, and the researchers conducted a comparison of its channel modeling
performances against traditional methods.

Furthermore, researchers have explored the potential of utilizing V2V for video trans-
mission. For example, Wang et al. [34] introduced a cooperative V2V video alert dissemi-
nation mechanism, specifically designed for transmitting accident videos in the highway
scenario of the internet of vehicles. The proposed strategy involves bidirectional cooper-
ative transmission, forming clusters of vehicles that are moving in a common direction
to enable communication within these clusters. Vehicles in the opposite direction select
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relay vehicles to aid in the rapid and reliable spread of videos. A solution to the selection
of heterogeneous networks designed to support real-time video streaming services and
aimed at offloading cellular traffic is proposed by Chowdhury et al. [35]. The proposed
network selection issue considers three different network options for content sharing: the
cellular network, Wi-Fi, and DSRC with V2V collaboration.

2.3. V2N

V2N communication utilizes standard cellular wireless links to facilitate communi-
cation between vehicles, service providers, wireless access networks, core networks, and
remote edge/cloud infrastructure [36]. Cellular networks are predominantly employed
for V2N connections to facilitate services encompassing entertainment, comfort, and traffic
management [19]. This communication model allows vehicles to create strong real-time
links with service providers and central networks, making it easier to use applications like
live traffic updates, smart navigation, and monitoring the health of vehicles. Apart from
offering useful traffic and vehicle-related details, V2N communication through cellular
networks can also be used for updating software, smartly adjusting traffic signals, optimiz-
ing routes, and more. V2N communication, through leveraging the capabilities of cellular
wireless technology, connecting vehicles to a broader network ecosystem, providing users
with a richer driving experience, and driving continuous innovation in smart transportation
and automotive technology.

In the realm of transportation and automotive technology, researchers have proposed
various applications and conducted performance analyses of V2N communication. In
a study led by Sandeep et al. [37], the authors introduced a relay architecture for V2N,
outlining a system that establishes a connection between vehicles and a base station through
a two-phase process. This entails using transceiver-equipped roadside infrastructures,
including signboards, streetlights, and traffic lights as intermediate relay nodes.

Hasegawa and Okamoto [38] presented a scheme that is aimed at alleviating network
congestion to prevent the degradation of network performance. They devised a method
to independently enhance the network performance of uplink V2N communication by
adaptively suspending low-priority data transmission for each vehicle based on advanced
QoS notifications.

In the context of integrating existing 5G networks with V2N communication, Lucas-
Estañ et al. [39] proposed an analytical model for estimating 5G wireless network layer
latency. They identified 5G radio configurations and scenarios meeting latency and relia-
bility requirements for V2X services through V2N communication. Addressing resource
allocation and data packet sampling rate optimization, He et al. [40] sought to maximize
the total throughput capacity of V2N links while ensuring the age of information inter-
ruption probability for V2V links in vehicle networks. Coll-Perales et al. [19] calculated
the end-to-end latency for V2N connections across various deployment scenarios and 5G
configurations, aiming to identify setups that are suitable for meeting V2X application
latency needs.

Exploring multicast and unicast in V2N, Jang [41] demonstrated the feasibility of
achieving cellular V2X communication through V2N in 5G networks. Considering the
increasing popularity of video applications among vehicular passengers, Khalid et al. [42]
conducted a comprehensive performance analysis of video transmission through V2N in
existing 5G networks. Their analysis primarily emphasized crucial factors, with a specific
focus on the throughput and latency of uplink data transmission for V2N applications.

This literature review highlights a gap in current studies on vehicular communication
for video transmission. Existing research often fails to consider the diverse nature of
video content and overlooks potential optimization through advanced video processing
techniques. As immersive applications like 360◦ videos gain popularity, it is crucial to
incorporate a broader range of video types within the vehicular network to address user
needs. In response to this, Section 3 of this paper will thoroughly investigate the latest video
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types and their distinctive characteristics. Following that, Section 4 will delve into emerging
video processing techniques that can enhance video transmission in vehicular networks.

Considering the anticipated exponential growth in bandwidth requirements for next-
generation vehicular networks, there is a pressing need for a breakthrough in V2X leverag-
ing 6G technologies to meet the future demands of extensive network bandwidth usage.
Notably, a gap exists in the current literature regarding surveys that explore the application
of the latest 6G technologies in V2X, as is evident from Table 2. Therefore, the upcoming
Section 5 will provide a detailed overview of the latest 6G technologies and their application
in research relating to next-generation vehicular networks.

Table 2. Comparative study of existing surveys on V2X.

Paper Focus Generations of Mobile
Communication

[43] Overview of the operational aspects of 4G-V2X in real-world
driving scenarios. 4G

[44]
Thorough analysis of DSRC and 4G-V2X, with a focus on

highlighting the limitations of each in supporting
V2X applications.

4G

[20]

Overview of the vital technical aspects of 4G-V2X and
5G-V2X, highlighting challenges, unresolved issues, and
upcoming technical trends relating to resource allocation

in V2X.

4G and 5G

[45] Comparisons of performance and coexistence considerations
between IEEE 802.11 and Cellular V2X standards. 5G

[46]
Exploration of key components in 5G V2X, covering aspects
such as resource allocation, QoS management, and mobility

management for V2N communications.
4G and 5G

[47] Unveiling requirements and investigating diverse 5G
technologies for vehicular communications. 5G

[48]
A survey covering 4G V2X architecture and operational

scenarios and addressing challenges and potential solutions
for both 4G- and 5G-based vehicular communications.

4G and 5G

3. Types of Video Streaming

The evolution of video streaming technology has not only significantly impacted the
entertainment industry but has also transformed various sectors, reshaping our daily lives.
This technology is rapidly expanding into industries such as enterprise, transportation,
education, tourism, sales, and healthcare, bringing about unprecedented innovation and
benefits in these fields.

In the entertainment industry, individuals have become accustomed to watching
videos or engaging in online gaming through video streaming during their leisure time.
Within the corporate sector, video streaming is widely used for meetings and collaboration
tools, enabling teams to achieve real-time interaction and information sharing. In education,
video streaming facilitates remote teaching, providing increased learning opportunities.
The tourism industry leverages real-time video streaming to offer virtual tours and pre-
views to travelers, allowing them to experience a genuine journey before reaching their
destination. The transportation sector employs video streaming technology for real-time
traffic monitoring to enhance traffic flow and safety. In sales, video streaming enables con-
sumers to remotely participate in virtual fitting room experiences, enhancing the enjoyment
and convenience of online shopping. Within the healthcare field, video streaming of remote
medical consultations and medical imaging allows doctors and patients to achieve more
convenient healthcare.
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As self-driving technology advances, these diverse industries are expected to integrate
into the daily lives of vehicle passengers in autonomous vehicles. For instance, the anticipa-
tion is for entertainment services for vehicle passengers to transition from listening to music
or radios to watching videos [49]. In alignment with the global trend, CISCO anticipates
that a substantial portion of infotainment application traffic will comprise video traffic in
the foreseeable future. Consequently, onboard video infotainment applications, including
live sports streaming and video conferences, are poised to become pivotal applications
within vehicular networks [50].

Anticipating the growing demand for future video services within vehicles, numerous
manufacturers are strategically focusing on the application and innovation of in-vehicle
displays. Notable models, like Tesla featuring a 17-inch screen and the Toyota Crown car
that is equipped with a color display, have been mass-produced, marking the onset of
the large-screen era [51]. Automobile manufacturers aim to design extensively integrated
cockpits within the cabin, bringing together the functionalities of entertainment, social
functions, and the office. A deep convergence of vehicles, people, and traffic infrastructure
is attainable through internet-based interconnection, providing immersive interactive
experiences for vehicle passengers. An exemplary initiative in this direction is the “Cockpit
of the Future”, which seeks to revolutionize the in-vehicle infotainment experience for
occupants by offering immersive digital services through the cloud platform [52].

The evolution of V2X technologies introduces the potential for providing enhanced
video services to vehicle passengers in diverse industry sectors. This advancement not
only facilitates the consumption of 8K or higher-resolution videos within vehicles but
also encourages interactive video services, such as immersive in-vehicle entertainment
experiences and remote medical consultations [53].

For instance, Zhang et al. [54] highlighted that infotainment videos can offer more
realistic notices and advertisements of nearby gas stations and shopping malls, thereby
enhancing the overall driving experience. Emphasizing the necessity for real-time transmis-
sion during critical situations, Yu et al. [55] stressed the importance of high-definition (HD)
audio and video, ultrasound images, emergency maps, and large-screen announcements
in the remote consultation of an ambulance. Illustrating innovative possibilities, Yu and
Lee [56] showcased the remote control of a vehicle by a driver wearing a 360◦ device. In
the realm of reducing distractions on the road, Charissis et al. [57] proposed an AR-based
approach that is projected onto the windshield to enhance driver performance, particu-
larly when using infotainment systems. In emergency scenarios, Yu et al. [51] conducted
holographic meetings inside the vehicle, projecting virtual three-dimensional video from
multi-view cameras onto the cockpit’s central screen and side windows.

To address the evolving in-vehicle demands for the various types of video usage
mentioned above, the following subsections will delve into the characteristics and dis-
tinctions among different video types, spanning from traditional flat videos to the latest
immersive experiences.

3.1. Video on Demand

Video on Demand (VoD) services typically encompass a variety of content, including
movies, TV shows, documentaries, and drama series. This diverse selection ensures that
viewers have a wide range of choices, catering to different interests. With the continuous
improvement of internet speed and technology, VoD has become one of the mainstream
forms of audiovisual entertainment. Audiences can easily enjoy high-quality video content
through various devices such as computers, smartphones, and tablets. This convenience
and flexibility make VoD an ideal choice for modern audiences seeking personalized and
diverse entertainment experiences. Netflix [58] and YouTube [59] are two examples of
currently popular applications of VoD streaming worldwide.

The primary feature of VoD is that viewers can choose content based on their own time
and preferences. This eliminates the need to wait for scheduled viewing times, enabling
users to watch videos at their convenience. With the ability to pause, play, and repeat videos,
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all that is required is a stable internet connection. This autonomous nature provides viewers
with greater flexibility, giving them better control over their overall viewing experience.

3.2. Live Video

Live video is a form of real-time transmission of video content, serving as both enter-
tainment and communication. It enables viewers to instantly watch events as they unfold,
spanning gaming live streams, musical performances, news reporting, and educational
lectures. The immediacy of live video allows audiences to immerse themselves in a genuine
and live atmosphere, participating in real-time interactions, such as sending comments,
offering gifts, or posing questions.

Numerous online streaming and social media platforms, including Twitch [60] and
Facebook [61], offer live streaming capabilities, enabling users to effortlessly share as-
pects of their lives, professional skills, or hobbies. These platforms often include interac-
tive features between viewers and streamers, promoting real-time communication and
community development.

By breaking the constraints of time and space, live video enables audiences worldwide
to participate in the same event simultaneously, further narrowing the distance between
individuals. This also provides brands, artists, creators, and others with a new avenue for
promotion and interaction, expanding the reach of their content.

In the past few years, the video live streaming industry has undergone significant
growth. Apart from the inherent need for improved video quality, reduced rebuffering,
and minimized quality switches, live streaming clients have specific QoE demands for
low latency in the dynamic network conditions of the present, distinguishing them from
traditional VoD services [62]. Unlike VoD, live streaming generates segments progressively
in accordance with the unfolding live event. The server consistently updates segments,
discarding the oldest ones while generating new ones to maintain synchronization between
the client and the real-time moment.

In the realm of real-time media streaming, latency, which denotes the time gap between
the actual event capture by a camera or when a play-out server emits a real-time signal, and
the moment that the end user views the content on their device screen, has traditionally
spanned from 30 s to 60 s or more. This duration depends on the capabilities of viewers’
devices and the video workflow in use. Presently, the primary challenge for online live
streaming services is the reduction in latency to approximate the range of linear broadcast
signals—specifically, achieving low latency within 3 to 5 s, and in some cases, even attaining
ultra-low latency and near-real-time streaming. With a growing number of devices being
capable of low-latency playback for audiovisual content, there is a heightened focus on
research and technological advancements in this field [63].

3.3. 360◦ Video

Unlike conventional 2D videos, 360◦ videos provide users with an immersive and
interactive experience by offering a navigable panoramic view. Within the realm of three
degrees of freedom (3DoF), users have the ability to rotate their heads along the pitch, yaw,
and roll axes, enabling them to explore the entirety of the spherical scene.

However, 360◦ videos require higher resolutions due to their expanded FoV, resulting
in an increased demand for data representation. To deliver an immersive user experience,
360◦ videos mandate elevated resolutions exceeding 3840 × 2160/4K, higher frame rates
surpassing 40 frames per second (FPS), and increased bitrates above 10 Mbps. Consequently,
360◦ videos exhibit significantly larger data sizes compared to fixed-viewpoint videos [64].
Additionally, when users rotate their heads, anticipating content from different FoVs,
managing motion-to-photon (MTP) latency becomes crucial to prevent discomfort arising
from disparities between the virtual and actual motion. It is essential to maintain a delay of
around 10 ms between user movement and video playback [65]. In the case of 360◦ live
video, with its real-time nature, more stringent requirements on end-to-end latency exist.
The captured content needs prompt release at the earliest possible moment. Therefore,
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achieving a satisfactory level of QoE presents significant challenges in network bandwidth,
requiring a delicate balance between limited bandwidth and user experience.

The creation of a comprehensive omnidirectional video typically involves the utiliza-
tion of multiple cameras that are strategically positioned on a spherical structure. The
perspectives captured by each camera are then seamlessly stitched together to form a cohe-
sive spherical representation [14]. Processing panoramic videos entails leveraging existing
flat image encoding standards. Preceding encoding and compression, the video undergoes
transformation into a 2D rectangular image, which is transmitted to the client, decoded,
and subsequently inversely projected and rendered onto the user’s head-mounted display.

Several projection methods have been proposed, with a general aim of achieving a
more consistent sampling density across the spherical projection. This approach enhances
post-projection content continuity, resulting in reduced distortion and improved coding
efficiency in the 2D plane after projection [15]. Commonly employed projection methods
include Equal Rectangular Projection (ERP) and Cubic Map Projection (CMP) [66]. ERP
maps the longitude and latitude lines of panoramic videos onto evenly spaced vertical
and horizontal lines, offering a comprehensive view. However, it introduces distortions
towards the poles, with more pixels being concentrated at the poles than at the equator.
This may lead to additional bandwidth consumption in areas that may be less interesting
to the audience [13].

On the other hand, CMP maps the sphere onto the six faces of a cube, reducing the
video size by 25% compared to ERP [17]. This reduction results in decreased distortion.
However, challenges such as discontinuities at the edges of adjacent faces and a limited FoV
may arise [67]. Additionally, the pixel distribution remains uneven. Mapping the projection
onto more faces can improve sampling uniformity, as seen in methods like Octahedral
Snyder Equal Area Projection and Icosahedral Snyder Equal Area Projection. Nevertheless,
as the number of faces increases, seamlessly stitching multiple faces into a rectangular
plane becomes more challenging, leading to more discontinuous regions after stitching [15].
Introducing padding between discontinuous faces may reduce the encoding efficiency.
Hence, connecting these faces into a rectangular plane while preserving content continuity
becomes crucial.

To achieve a more uniform distribution of pixels, an additional method involves
incorporating a mapping process for the pixels on the cube surface. Various techniques,
such as Equal-Area Cubic Projection, Equal-Distance Cubic Projection, and Parallel-to-Axis
Uniform Cubemap Projection, are designed to fulfill this objective. The Hybrid Equi-
Angular Cubemap Projection (HEC) is specifically designed to optimize the continuity
between adjacent faces by employing different mapping functions for the equatorial (front,
back, left, right) and vertical faces. Going a step further, the Content-Aware HEC utilizes
adaptive mapping functions to determine parameters, minimizing projection distortion,
and enhancing encoding efficiency [68]. In the study conducted by Hussain and Kwon [69],
the identification of the format with the least distortion during the format conversion
process is a key focus.

Pyramid projection stands out as a viewport-dependent method, effectively reducing
bitrate in non-viewport areas [70]. In this method, the region within the FoV is projected
onto the base of the pyramid at full resolution, while the remaining portions are distributed
across the four sides of the pyramid with a gradual decrease in quality. A challenge
with viewport-specific projections lies in the necessity to provide a substantial number of
projections simultaneously to seamlessly align with any user orientation. This ensures a
smooth quality transition when switching between viewing directions. Consequently, this
approach involves a notable additional cost for rendering on the content generation end, as
well as for encoding and transmission [14].

3.4. Volumetric Video

Volumetric video technology captures objects and environments in complete 3D [70],
enabling viewers to experience 6DoF movement during playback [71,72]. The primary goal
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of this technology is to deliver a heightened level of realism and immersion in the viewing
experience. It is frequently integrated with other technologies, including VR or AR [73]. In
vehicular networks, volumetric video can be leveraged for remote healthcare applications
or engagement in scenarios requiring rich 3D information and interactivity, such as remote
diagnostics and maintenance within the vehicle.

Also, 6DoF introduces translation movements in the horizontal, vertical, and depth
directions in addition to the 3DoF orientations. This translation capability facilitates
interactive motion parallax, providing viewers with natural visual cues and enhancing
their perception of the surrounding volume. An immersive 6DoF representation, unlike its
3DoF counterpart, offers a larger viewing space, giving viewers the freedom to move both
horizontally and vertically. Additionally, 6DoF videos facilitate the perception of motion
parallax, where the relative positions of scene geometry shift with the viewer’s position.

However, spherical panoramic video lacks the essential information to support such
translational movements, thus requiring additional data. Typically, two types of tech-
nologies are taken into account for capturing such content [14]: volumetric video-based
and image-based solutions. Volumetric video relies on volume-based solutions such as
voxels [74], point clouds [75], or light fields [76]. The freedom in the behavior of such
content makes it challenging to capture and render intricate volumetric video content like
meshes and point clouds. Moreover, volumetric video encompasses a greater array of mul-
tidimensional information compared to traditional video including 360◦ video, resulting
in significant bandwidth requirements [77]. The size of an individual frame in volumetric
video can exceed 15 MB, and delivering it in an uncompressed fashion would require a
transmission rate of 3.6 Gbps [78].

In recent research, numerous researchers have delved into bandwidth considerations
that are associated with volumetric video. Hu et al. [79] presented a comprehensive live
volumetric video streaming system implemented on standard hardware, capable of de-
livering volumetric video at 24 FPS with a latency of under 350 ms. This demonstration
validated its potential for supporting interactive live streaming applications. Gül et al. [80]
proposed a viable solution for rendering a 2D view from volumetric data at an edge/cloud
server and streaming the data as a 2D video. They also developed a 6DoF user movement
prediction model for ultra-low-latency streaming services, showcasing that the model, on
average, reduces position rendering errors that are caused by motion-to-photon delays.
Liu et al. [81] introduced a cache-assisted viewport adaptive-volumetric video streaming
(CaV3) framework, designed to leverage prior information for the identification of pop-
ular volumetric video tiles. Their simulation results underscored the superior predictive
capabilities, cache adaptation, and overall utility of CaV3 across various scenarios.

4. Video Processing Technology

The recent flourishing of VoD and real-time streaming media applications, coupled
with a significant surge in the internet media data volume, has imposed substantial pressure
on global networks [81]. Empirical data also indicate that users show increased engagement
and prolonged viewing times when videos are presented at higher bitrates. However, users
may face constraints in viewing videos at the highest bitrate due to limitations in available
bandwidth between the video server and the video player on the user’s device. Opting for
a bitrate that is higher than the available network bandwidth may result in video stuttering
during playback, as the played bitrate exceeds the download bitrate. Uninterrupted movie
playback, without rebuffering, plays a pivotal role in shaping users’ perception of the
QoE [82,83].

Despite the substantial bandwidth capability that is offered by wired network back-
bones, vehicles in current vehicular networks are limited to wireless transmission with
base stations. Given the limited bandwidth of wireless transmission technology, if a large
number of vehicles congest a road segment, base stations may struggle to cope with the
bandwidth requests of numerous applications. This can result in video playback being
unable to proceed smoothly. Therefore, for video applications with substantial bandwidth
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requirements, various video processing techniques must be employed for compression and
optimization to reduce the required bandwidth during transmission. Video compression
technology addresses the challenges that are posed by high storage and transmission band-
width requirements in videos by reducing the file size while maintaining acceptable visual
quality. Moreover, video compression plays a pivotal role in vehicular networks [9]. In
addition to conventional video coding standards, several innovative encoding techniques
have emerged to further enhance compression efficiency.

One such technique is Low-Complexity Enhancement Video Coding (LCEVC), which
aims to optimize the efficiency of both existing and future codecs. LCEVC achieves this
by utilizing a two-layer approach: the base layer consists of a low-resolution encoder,
generated by any existing codec, such as Advanced Video Coding (AVC/H.264). The
LCEVC codec is then utilized to encode and generate the enhancement layer. This approach
improves performance while minimizing computational complexity.

To implement LCEVC, various 2D video coding standards can be utilized as a base
layer. Researchers have explored the application of LCEVC-enhanced videos compared to
their unenhanced counterparts, highlighting improvements in visual quality and efficiency.
A relevant research paper can provide in-depth insights into these comparisons.

Adaptive Bitrate (ABR) is another vital technology that focuses on dynamically ad-
justing video streaming bitrate based on the user’s network environment and device
characteristics. This adaptive approach ensures an optimal viewing experience by tailoring
the video quality to the available bandwidth, preventing buffering issues and enhancing
overall streaming performance.

Super resolution (SR), as an image processing technique, aims to reconstruct or gener-
ate high-resolution images from lower-resolution sources. This technology enhances visual
details and clarity, finding applications in improving visual quality, enlarging images, and
various domains relating to image processing.

In summary, video compression technologies like LCEVC, ABR, and SR play crucial
roles in overcoming challenges relating to storage and bandwidth in videos. These ad-
vancements contribute to more efficient compression, adaptive streaming, and enhanced
visual quality in various applications.

4.1. QoE Assessment and Prediction

Due to the continuous growth in video traffic, service providers are required to
deliver high-quality streaming experiences to meet user expectations. Nowadays, QoE
has become a key metric guiding resource and service management approach, serving to
assess the perceived service quality from the end user’s perspective. QoE is the degree
of delight or annoyance of the user based on an application or service [84]. It covers all
elements of the end-to-end system (client, terminal, network, service infrastructure, etc.). It
can be impacted by user expectations and contextual factors, including the surrounding
environment, economic considerations, and user preferences.

And QoS refers to the comprehensive set of characteristics in a telecommunications
service, as specified by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [85]. The QoS
determines the service’s ability to fulfill both stated and implied user needs. Over time,
within the framework of the ITU’s definition, QoS has evolved into the metrics that are
used for evaluating system performance, particularly in networks. However, QoE is a
more comprehensive concept, taking into account user expectations, emotions, and overall
satisfaction, rather than being limited to technical indicators. While QoS metrics serve as
system factors that impact user experiences, relying exclusively on them is inadequate
for precisely capturing real user experiences. Human factors such as personal history,
age, gender, individual characteristics, and tendencies can significantly influence user
experiences. Additionally, non-system elements such as context factors, including places,
application-related considerations, and location, play a crucial role in shaping the overall
user experience. Therefore, optimizing the system based solely on QoS metrics is not
sufficient. Recent works have focused on studying the QoE [86], serving a dual purpose of
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extracting valuable insights for optimizing audiovisual systems and identifying potential
drawbacks that may degrade the user experience and impede the success of emerging
technologies [87], such as 360◦ video or online video delivery in connected vehicle networks.

The assessment methods for QoE are primarily categorized Into two main approaches:
subjective and objective assessments. The former is subjectively measured by the end
user and may vary from one user to another. The most commonly used measure for
QoE is the Mean Opinion Score (MOS), derived by averaging subjective ratings from
multiple users to quantify overall satisfaction. For 360◦ videos, one of the differences in
the viewing experience compared to traditional videos is cybersickness. Anwar et al. [88]
proposed a predictive model taking into account two QoE aspects: perceptual quality and
cybersickness. Additionally, they introduced two new QoE-affecting factors, the user’s
familiarity with VR and the user’s interest in 360◦ video, to assess their impact on user
dizziness. Gutierrez et al. [87] employed short 360◦ sequences (ranging from 10 to 30 s) to
assess audiovisual quality, simulator sickness symptoms, and exploration behavior. They
analyzed the impact of various factors, including sequence duration, HMD device, coding
degradations (uniform and non-uniform), and methods for assessing simulator sickness.
These findings played a crucial role in the development of International Telecommunication
Union—Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) Recommendation P.919.

Objective assessment methods utilize mathematical tools to provide objectivity and
real-time capabilities for measuring image quality. They achieve this by mathematically
interpreting objective characteristics of images. These methods are primarily rooted in
reference-based classification methods or the human visual system. A conventional ap-
proach for evaluating video quality often involves a direct comparison with the original
video, incorporating metrics such as structural similarity image metric (SSIM), the video
quality model (VQM) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [10]. In the algorithm proposed
by Taha et al. [89], the received Group of Pictures (GOPs) at the client is compared with
the original GOPs at the server. They select several crucial full-reference video assessment
metrics for comparison, such as the Mean Absolute Difference (MSAD), VQM, SSIM, and
average PSNR, to evaluate the user’s QoE.

Considering the spherical characteristics of 360◦ videos, specialized metrics have been
introduced, including sphere PSNR, Weighted to Spherically PSNR [90], and multiscale
weighted-sphere uniform SSIM [91], among others. Dziembowski et al. [92] introduced a
novel objective quality metric called immersive video PSNR, which incorporates two tech-
niques for assessing quality loss in common immersive video distortions: the corresponding
pixel shift and the global component difference. Zhou et al. [93] proposed a unified architec-
ture integrating user perception and an efficient transformer that is specifically designed for
360◦ no-reference image quality assessment, using 360◦ CMP images as input.

Eye-tracking data reflect the patterns of user gaze and gaze movement when viewing
visual content, and thus, some studies have utilized eye-tracking data to assess the user’s
QoE. Cha et al. [94] introduced an assessment method based on the user’s gaze for QoE
relating to no-reference video gaming. By utilizing the variation in delay requirements and
gaze patterns across different game genres, the proposed model extracts video features and
evaluates video quality in real-time.

Zhu et al. [95], using an eye-tracking device on an HMD, modeled eye-based cues
such as blinks, fixations, pupillometry, saccades, and eye gaze as graphs. They developed a
graph convolutional network-based classifier to generate QoE assessments by extracting
intrinsic features from graph-structured data. Moreover, the QoE is influenced by the
metric of QoS, which is primarily dependent on the network’s performance availability.
Key factors include packet loss, jitter, and delay. The impact of each individual or combined
parameter can result in artifacts such as staircase noise, degraded quality, jerkiness, blurring,
blocking, basic pattern, and frames stalling in the streamed video [89].

Assessing and predicting multimedia streaming QoE for end users is the first step
in optimizing streaming service delivery and implementing efficient QoE management.
QoE prediction models are established through statistical methods by combining various
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objective assessment indicators and other relevant features. These models aim to pre-
dict users’ subjective perceptions of specific services or content. The substantial growth
in multimedia content in communication networks necessitates real-time, accurate, and
adaptive QoE management for terminal devices and network conditions. In recent years,
there have been numerous machine-learning-based predictions for multimedia streaming
QoE. Kougioumtzidis et al. [96] conducted an analysis of QoE management objectives for
multimedia services, focusing on application-oriented, ML-based QoE prediction models.
Furthermore, a review of state-of-the-art ML-based QoE predictive models and innovative
techniques, along with challenges relating to multimedia service quality assessments, has
been conducted. Miranda et al. [97] estimated VoD QoE using widely supported internet
control message protocol probing. Network conditions, measured as input, were utilized
by a machine learning model to estimate the QoE. The MOS was estimated for a cata-
log of 25 different videos, and the model’s generalization performance across the entire
catalog was evaluated by training on the shortest video session, resulting in an average
root mean square error of 1.05 for MOS estimation. Rao et al. [90] introduced a versatile,
bitstream-based video quality model that is applicable in various contexts, including video
service monitoring, video encoding quality evaluation, gaming video QoE assessment,
and omnidirectional video quality evaluation. Dinaki et al. [98] used indicators such as
playtime, average buffering length, buffering frequency, average bitrate, and happiness
score to predict video QoE before displaying the effects on the client’s screen. This approach
provides the management system with additional time to prevent QoE degradation and
reduce customer dissatisfaction. Ruan et al. [10] provided a comprehensive overview of
the current state of QoE technologies, applied to 360◦ video streaming.

To enhance the provision of multimedia services and improve the end user’s QoE,
extensive research has been conducted. Many commonly employed strategies rely on
quality-based network resource allocation and quality-based routing, which can be viewed
as a network optimization process or client-based adaptive video streaming [96]. By under-
standing user expectations and perceptions, service providers can strategically improve
their offerings to deliver a better user experience. Sultan et al. [99] utilized a buffer-based
adaptive video streaming algorithm to assess the QoE of real-time video streaming on 5G
cellular networks. They proposed a framework that implements personalized multimedia
systems through spectrum allocation, content caching, and prediction models, aiming to
enhance the QoE for mobile users.

Song et al. [100] explored the impact of class-based user interest and QoE on the
storage and update of the RSU cache. They proposed a QoE-driven edge caching method
for vehicle networks based on DRL, specifically tailored to short video systems. Benmir
et al. [101] introduced a QoE-aware geographic routing protocol designed for video streaming
over vehicular networks. In this protocol, relaying vehicles play a crucial role in ensuring
high-quality video delivery. Khan et al. [82] introduced a method for resource allocation
and unique joint selection of video quality to improve the QoE for vehicular devices. The
presented approach leverages the queuing dynamics and channel states of vehicular devices
to maximize the QoE, ensuring smooth video playback for end users with a high probability.

4.2. Basic Video Coding

As the prevalence of 8K/4K video continues, the requirements for bandwidth and
device specifications in video and real-time video have escalated. The efficient transmis-
sion of video to user devices has become paramount. The Moving Picture Experts Group
(MPEG), serving as the standard-setting organization for video coding, persistently intro-
duces innovations to address the growing demand for video compression and enhanced
video quality. AVC, High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC/H.265), and Versatile Video
Coding (VVC/H.266) stand out as the primary forces in contemporary video compression.
These three technologies play crucial roles in the realm of video coding. Streaming services
and live platforms have also established diverse minimum requirements and bandwidth
specifications that are tailored to different video types.
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4.2.1. AVC

AVC/H.264 was developed through collaboration by a group known as the Joint Video
Team (JVT), comprising experts from the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and
MPEG, established in 2001. Shortly after its introduction, AVC emerged as the preferred
standard for various digital optical data storage formats such as Blu-ray Disc and DVD, as
well as television broadcasting.

AVC incorporates several features that are designed to enhance video compression
efficiency. Noteworthy among these features are intra-prediction within intra-frames, the
capability for multiple frames of reference, quarter-pixel interpolation, post-processing
through deblocking filtering, and the implementation of flexible macroblock ordering.
In intra-prediction within intra-frames, only the variances between successive frames
of the video are stored, rather than each individual frame. Ivanov and Moloney [102]
proposed a novel method for compressing reference frames. This strategy incorporates
predictive pattern encoding, resembling AVC intra-coding but executed on more compact
patterns. Experimentation indicates an acceptable degradation in quality with relatively
low complexity. Kuo and Lu [103] suggested a straightforward yet effective mechanism
for selecting appropriate reference frames for AVC motion estimation, enabling intelligent
reference frame selection that is compatible with any existing motion search algorithms.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm significantly reduces the
complexity of motion estimation at the encoder end. Xie et al. [104] proposed an error
recovery method for real-time video streaming in vehicular networks, employing scalable
video coding (SVC) as the video encoding standard, which is an extension of AVC encoding.

4.2.2. HEVC

Addressing the escalating demand for bandwidth involves achieving higher com-
pression efficiency in the source encoding process without compromising visual quality,
thereby preserving the end user’s QoE. The HEVC codec stands out as a notable solution
in addressing these challenges. Developed through a collaboration between two prominent
standardization organizations, MPEG and ITU-T VCEG, it emerged as a successor to both
MPEG-2 and AVC. These organizations worked together under the Joint Collaborative Team on
Video Coding (JCT-VC) [105], jointly contributing to the advancement and establishment of the
HEVC standard. In 2013, the ITU-T formally ratified HEVC version 1, designating it as H.265.
The primary goal behind its development was to notably enhance encoding efficiency com-
pared to established standards like AVC. The objective was to achieve a substantial reduction
in the required bitrate, aiming for a 50% decrease without compromising video quality.

The enhanced coding efficiency of HEVC facilitated the broadcasting and streaming
of 4K video with heightened image quality, incorporating features such as HDR and a wide
color gamut (WCG). The HEVC codec achieves nearly a 50% reduction in bitrate compared
to AVC, while maintaining similar quality. The HEVC standard attains superior coding
efficiency over previous standards, such as AVC, through the implementation of new coding
tools, including the quadtree coding structure. This innovative structure organizes pixels
into coding units (CUs), prediction units, and transformation units, with customizable sizes
at each level following a tree configuration. Although these tools offer highly flexible data
representation, they also introduce considerable computational complexity.

Notably, the real-time performance and responsiveness of HEVC codecs may be sub-
optimal due to their inherent high latency resulting from the interframe nature of the
codec [106]. Despite this drawback, research has been conducted to mitigate the complexity
of HEVC encoding. Xu et al. [107] proposed a long short-term memory (LSTM) framework
utilizing a deep learning approach to predict inter-mode CU partition by capturing its
temporal dependencies. Their simulation results demonstrated a significant reduction in
the encoding complexity of inter-mode HEVC. Jiménez-Moreno et al. [108] introduced an
effective complexity control (CC) algorithm based on a hierarchical approach, achieving up
to a 60% target complexity reduction compared to full exploration, while maintaining sig-
nificant accuracy and minimal impact on coding performance. Deng et al. [109] suggested a
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hierarchical complexity control approach for HEVC, adjusting the maximum depths of the
largest coding unit (LCU) in a frame to meet the target complexity. Their approach enables
rapid adjustments to abrupt changes in the target complexity during the encoding process.

In the realm of vehicular networks, Chan et al. [110] adjusted the algorithm for au-
tonomous vehicles’ sensing data based on different compression ratios of AVC and HEVC
to compare the stability of the algorithm. The study concluded that the algorithm’s perfor-
mance began to decline when the compression ratio reached a certain threshold. Labiod
et al. [111] proposed a cross-layer mechanism to improve HEVC video streaming in vehicu-
lar networks while adhering to low delay constraints. Simulated assessments conducted in
both suburban and urban vehicular environments showcased substantial enhancements in
video quality at the receiver, coupled with notable improvements in end-to-end latency,
which were attributed to the proposed mechanism. Jiang et al. [112] presented an approach
to address the low latency and low complexity demands of HEVC in vehicular networks.
This solution combines a coding tree unit depth decision algorithm with a Bayesian classi-
fier. Their research suggests that this strategy significantly decreases the complexity and
encoding time of HEVC, rendering it well suited for video codecs on mobile vehicles.

4.2.3. VVC

With the significant expansion of broadband internet service’s coverage and speed,
the required data rates for content delivery have escalated, pushing the boundaries of
broadband capacity. This underscores the necessity for even more efficient compression
methods than what the current HEVC standard offers—an imperative that is addressed by
the emergence of VVC [113].

VVC was developed collaboratively by experts from ITU-T Study Group 16 and MPEG,
collectively forming the Joint Video Experts Team (JVET). It represents a hybrid, block-based
video coding standard which is primarily grounded in technologies that are akin to those in
HEVC. The development of VVC aimed to cater to a broad spectrum of video applications,
encompassing standard and HD with a Standard Dynamic Range (SDR) up to 8K or beyond,
videos featuring HDR and WCG, computer-generated and screen-captured content, as well
as applications requiring ultra-low latency, such as online gaming and wireless display.
Additionally, VVC introduces support for partitioning in subpictures and the establishment
of virtual boundaries, providing valuable tools for immersive applications deploying 360◦

video content in immersive and augmented reality settings.
Compared to HEVC, a notable enhancement in VVC lies in the updated block parti-

tioning structure. In contrast to HEVC’s quadtree, VVC introduces increased flexibility with
binary tree and ternary tree partition shapes. This enhancement allows for rectangular block
sizes, offering versatility in mode selection, transformation coding, intra-frame prediction,
and inter-frame prediction [114]. However, the notable improvement in coding efficiency
comes at the cost of increased encoding complexity, as the rate-distortion optimization
process involves assessing additional partitioning options.

Numerous research efforts are currently underway to enhance the compression perfor-
mance of VVC. Tissier et al. [115] introduced a two-stage learning-based approach aimed at
addressing the overhead complexity associated with the Multi-Type Tree block partitioning
structure in VVC intra-encoders. By leveraging Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
and decision trees to predict each block, their findings demonstrate that the proposed
algorithm effectively reduces the complexity of VVC. Jiang et al. [116] proposed an algo-
rithm for transmitting real-time video streaming over vehicular networks by utilizing CU
texture complexity and a gray-level co-occurrence matrix to partition CUs. This algorithm
effectively reduces the encoding time and complexity of VVC encoders.

The reduction in bitrate that is achieved by VVC does come with a trade-off of height-
ened computational complexity, posing challenges for real-time software and hardware
applications [117]. The increased encoding complexity makes VVC less suitable for real-
time applications [118]. While the coding tools implemented in VVC software test model
(VTM) 3.0 enhance the average coding efficiency by 21.08% compared to the HEVC Test
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Model (HM) 16.19% in all intra-coding configurations, these improvements are achieved at
the cost of a significant increase in encoding complexity [119].

Given the noted rise in complexity with VTM3.0, ongoing efforts to reduce encoding
complexity are expected to remain an active focus during VVC standardization. In terms
of runtime, utilizing the commonly employed random access configuration, the encoding
time and decoding time of the VTM are approximately eight and two times longer than
those of the HM, respectively.

The VVenC software encoder, built on a streamlined version of VTM, offers an openly
available optimized realization. Without using multi-threading, it runs in 46% of the time
of the VVC test model VTM, thus improving the efficiency of VVC. This allows a VVC
encoder to balance bitrate savings and encoder runtime [120,121]. Wieckowski et al. [122]
compared the search space of HM and VTM with the optimized VVenC, introducing an
empirical metric to measure the encoder’s search space given a specific search algorithm.
While the improved implementation enables VVenC to operate more than two times faster
than VTM, it comes at the cost of compression efficiency.

Jialu and Qiang [123] proposed a fast CU partitioning algorithm based on temporal
and spatial information, determining whether to traverse further in the next depth via
predicted correlations between CUs and neighboring CUs of the same size. Compared
with the VTM encoder, the proposed method saves 39.28% of encoding time with a 1.62%
increase in the Bjøntegaard delta bitrate (BD-BR) and a 0.05 dB increase in the PSNR in
random access mode. Saldanha et al. [114] presented an adaptable approach for efficiently
fast block partitioning in VVC intra-frame prediction, leveraging a Light Gradient Boosting
Machine. This configurable solution reduces encoding time by 61.34%, with a decrease
in encoding efficiency loss of 2.43%. Li et al. [124] proposed a deep learning approach to
predict the quadtree- plus Multi-Type Tree-based CU partition to accelerate VVC encoding
in intra-mode. Their proposed deep multi-stage exit CNN model determines the CU
partition, resulting in an average approach that reduces encoding time by 44.65% to 66.88%,
with a 1.322% to 3.188% increase in BD-BR on video sequences.

4.2.4. Comparison of Three Coding Standards

The three aforementioned standards have played pivotal roles in distinct time periods
and application scenarios, with each generation introducing improvements in compression
efficiency and delivering superior video quality. Consequently, we will conduct a compara-
tive analysis of these encoding standards, referencing relevant research papers to achieve a
comprehensive understanding of their technical intricacies and application landscapes.

In real-time applications, minimizing latency is crucial. In the realm of video coding,
both HEVC and VVC offer the advantage of high compression efficiency. However, as
the compression efficiency of these two standards increases, so do the encoding time
and complexity of videos. In contrast, AVC presents a relatively shorter encoding time,
making it a more suitable choice for real-time applications. In a comparison study by
Nguyen and Marpe [125] on the compression efficiency of HEVC, VVC, and AV1, it was
found that the VTM decoder requires 82% more computational resources than the HM
decoder, resulting in an average encoding runtime increase of 959% for VTM relative to
HM. Additionally, Petreski and Kartalov [126] evaluated the video quality of AVC, HEVC,
VVC, and AOMedia Video 1 (AV1) using metrics such as PSNR, Mean Structural Similarity
(MSSIM), and Video Multi-Method Assessment Fusion (VMAF). The study also provided a
summary of encoding times. In comparison to the widely used AVC, at the same video
quality, the encoding times for the three standards VVC, AV1, and HEVC were 135, 18, and
8 times higher than AVC, respectively.

In VoD scenarios, video quality emerges as the most critical factor, and videos in VoD
are generally less time-sensitive compared to real-time applications. This is attributed to
the flexibility of VoD, allowing for the utilization of techniques such as device caching.
Consequently, the goal is to minimize data traffic while upholding high video quality
standards. VVC is acknowledged as the successor standard to HEVC, representing the
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next generation of video coding standards. Numerous studies and evaluations have been
conducted to compare VVC with HEVC in various contexts. Validation tests, as confirmed
by several studies [113], indicate that VVC has achieved a 50% average bitrate reduction
for HD and ultra-high-definition (UHD) content compared to HEVC, with an even more
significant reduction in the average bitrate for 360◦ videos. Researchers have extensively
explored the compression performance of three codecs—HEVC, VVC, and AV1 [127,128].
The evaluations consistently indicate that VVC outperforms the other two encoders at
both resolutions. In a comparative subjective quality evaluation conducted by Bonnineau
et al. [129] for 8K resolution videos, their simulations concluded that, at the same visual
quality, VVC achieves a bitrate reduction of 41.11% compared to HEVC.

In the realm of in-vehicle entertainment, diverse video applications can be realized
using various encoding standards to cater to the distinct needs of both vehicles and users.
Vehicles might prioritize swift imagery for road sensing, while users seek high-resolution
videos with lower bandwidth consumption for in-car viewing. By harnessing the technolo-
gies of vehicular networks and leveraging the advantages of different encoding standards,
we can effectively meet the demands of vehicular networks.

In Table 3, we have compiled relevant studies on the three encoding standards that
are mentioned above, including improvements in compression efficiency, optimizations in
complexity, and comparisons among multiple encoding standards. Additionally, we have
summarized the evaluation metrics that are employed in various studies.

Table 3. Comprehensive review of encoding standards.

Paper Video
Coding Standard Main Techniques Results Application

Scenarios
Evaluation
Indicators

[103] AVC Efficient reference frame
selection mechanism

Complexity reduction in motion
estimation for AVC encoder × ×

[102] AVC Lossy inter-reference frame
recompression

Increased compression efficiency in
AVC with 5–15% rise in complexity × ×

[107] HEVC CNN, LSTM Reduced HEVC
encoding complexity × ×

[108] HEVC Hierarchical complexity
control approach

Reduced HEVC
encoding complexity × ×

[109] HEVC Hierarchical complexity
control approach

High-precision HEVC
complexity control

Live video
coding ×

[115] VVC CNN, decision trees
Reducing VVC encoding
complexity while slightly

increasing the bitrate
VoD ×

[123] VVC Multi-stage early
termination CNN

Reducing VVC encoding time with
a slight increase in BD-BR × ×

[114] VVC Light Gradient Boosting
Machine

Reducing VVC encoding time with
a slight increase in BD-BR × ×

[124] VVC Multi-stage exit CNN Reducing VVC encoding time with
a slight increase in BD-BR × ×

[125] AV1, VVC, HEVC ×
Higher bit rates, extended encoding
time, and increased decoding time

associated with VVC
×

PSNR, VMAF,
multiscale structural
similarity (MS-SSIM)

[126] AV1, VVC, HEVC,
AVC × Compression efficiency directly

proportional to encoding time × PSNR, VMAF,
MSSIM

[113] VVC, HEVC ×
VVC video compression satisfying
the requirements for applications

such as 360◦ video and point cloud

2D video, 360◦

video PSNR

[127,128] AV1, VVC, HEVC ×
VVC achieving significantly

superior performance compared to
HEVC and AV1

× PSNR, SSIM, VMAF

[129] VVC, HEVC × Superior compression efficiency for
8K Video with VVC × VMAF, MS-SSIM
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4.3. Enhanced Video Coding

The enhanced compression efficiencies come at the expense of increased complexity
and an encoding delay, posing challenges for delay-sensitive applications. Consequently,
there is a growing demand for swifter and more streamlined codecs to maintain superior
encoding performance. Addressing the demand for more efficient video compression,
LCEVC has been introduced to complement existing video codecs such as AVC, HEVC, and
VVC, as well as future codecs. LCEVC utilizes encoder-driven upsampling and specialized
tools for encoding “residuals”. By employing a limited set of dedicated enhancement tools,
LCEVC aims to enhance compression efficiency and minimize the overall computational
complexity for coding specific resolutions and bit depths. In doing so, LCEVC achieves a
balance between low complexity and high rate distortion performance [130].

LCEVC operates by encoding a lower-resolution version, potentially with a lower bit
depth, of a source video using an existing codec, known as the “base codec”, to generate the
BL. Subsequently, the disparities between the lower-resolution video and the full-resolution
source are encoded, potentially employing mathematically lossless coding, using a distinct
compression method referred to as “enhancement”. The enhanced quality is achieved by
integrating details that are encoded through an enhancement layer into a lower-resolution
version of the same video, encoded through a base layer. These enhancement layers have
the capability to introduce features like HDR imaging to any underlying codec, including
8-bit-based codecs, thus addressing concerns relating to backward compatibility [131].
LCEVC data are encoded following the base layer, enabling them to partially compensate
for accuracy issues in the encoded size of the BL or base layer stripe. This attribute proves
advantageous, especially in applications requiring real-time low latency [130].

Due to its effective reduction in video encoding complexity, various studies have demon-
strated significant bitrate and encoding time gains compared to original encoders [132]. Fer-
rara et al. [131] validated the benefits of LCEVC through experimentation, demonstrating
a significant decrease in the overall complexity of the end-to-end process. In comparison
to the original encoder, LCEVC enhancement can reduce encoding time by up to 30% and
decoding time by up to 15%. Barman et al. [133] conducted an evaluation of LCEVC for live
gaming video streaming applications, revealing that LCEVC outperforms both AVC and
HEVC codecs in bitrate savings, achieving up to 42% and 38%, respectively, as measured
by VMAF. Subjective evaluations suggest that LCEVC outperforms the corresponding
base codecs, particularly in scenarios with low bitrates. Additionally, Ferrara et al. [131]
suggested the potential use of LCEVC to enhance VVC in MPEG immersive video (MIV),
emphasizing that LCEVC is an improvement that can be applied to any codec format and
implementation. Notably, LCEVC has been incorporated into a significant next-generation
television system, TV 3.0 in Brazil [134], and is currently being implemented across a
diverse range of applications, spanning from broadcast to broadband.

4.4. MPEG Immersive Media Standards

The representation of 3D data for volumetric videos includes depth images, point
clouds, meshes, and volumetric grids. A point cloud consists of individual points that
are defined by geometric coordinates and additional attribute information in 3D space,
such as color, reflectance, etc. [135]. Point clouds not only enable free viewpoint rendering,
such as through splat rendering, but they also support composite rendering in a synthetic
3D scene, providing comprehensive information on 3D geometry coordinates. However,
realistically reconstructed point clouds may encompass an extensive number of points,
containing more multidimensional information than typical videos, including 360◦ videos.
Point clouds offer precise and reliable 3D geometric information, enabling autonomous
vehicles to perceive 3D space more accurately. As a result, the bandwidth demand for
transmitting volumetric video is considerable. Currently, there are several methods for
compressing volumetric videos: directly compressing 3D data and transforming 3D data
into 2D format. In this context, MPEG has proposed the Visual Volumetric Video-Based
Coding (V3C) standard [136]. The V3C standard suggests utilizing the efficiency and
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widespread applicability of traditional 2D video coding techniques to compress volumetric
video. To accomplish this, every volumetric frame undergoes a conversion from its 3D
representation into multiple 2D representations and related metadata, known as atlas
data in the V3C specification. Following the transformation from 3D to 2D, the resulting
2D representations are then compressed using conventional video codecs. MPEG has
designated two applications utilizing V3C: Video-Based Point Cloud Compression (V-PCC)
and MIV [137]. In the study conducted by Li et al. [77], the authors utilized a standard
30 FPS video as an example. With an approximate count of 760,000 points per frame, the
uncompressed data amount to about 96 MB. This indicates that the bandwidth demand for
volumetric video has the potential to reach as high as 2.9 Gbps. However, they noted that
while point cloud video codecs can compress volumetric video data, it comes at the expense
of increased computational complexity. Balancing computational and communication
resources in volumetric video streaming systems remains a significant challenge.

4.4.1. Point Cloud Compression

In 2020, MPEG approved the Final Draft International Standard for two point cloud
compression codecs: V-PCC and Geometry-Based Point Cloud Compression (G-PCC) [135].
The two codecs are tailored to different types of point clouds. V-PCC adopts the V3C
specification. It generates 3D surface segments through the segmentation of the point cloud
into connected regions that are referred to as 3D patches. Following this, each 3D patch
undergoes independent projection into a 2D patch. This method adeptly tackles projection
challenges, encompassing issues like self-occlusions and hidden surfaces, presenting a
pragmatic resolution to the point cloud conversion problem. V-PCC is also suitable for
transmitting point cloud videos over networks with limited bandwidth. On the other
hand, G-PCC directly encodes content in 3D space, making it suitable for sparse point
clouds, such as those from Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensors and applications
like heritage preservation [135]. A growing number of research articles have delved into
point cloud compression, proposing new methods or enhancements to both V-PCC and
G-PCC [138,139]. Others have analyzed and discussed various compression approaches
and tools within V-PCC and G-PCC [140].

Point clouds are gaining increasing prominence as the preferred data capture format
across a diverse range of applications, including AR, virtual reality, autonomous vehicles,
and telecommunications. This growing adoption reflects the versatility and richness of in-
formation that point clouds provide, making them essential in various fields where detailed
and accurate spatial data are crucial. This trend is expected to continue as technological
advancements further enhance the capabilities and accessibility of point cloud data for a
wide array of applications.

4.4.2. MPEG Immersive Video

The MIV standard, developed by MPEG, is designed to cater to the needs of virtual and
extended reality applications that demand 6DoF visual interaction with the rendered scene.

Due to the significant technical similarities between V-PCC and MIV, the MIV speci-
fication adopts a common bitstream format, V3C. MIV normatively references V3C and
introduces enhancements to accommodate its unique requirements. While both MIV and
V-PCC share commonalities, they exhibit distinctions in their source and output config-
urations. V-PCC takes a temporal sequence of point clouds as input, where each point
cloud comprises a set of points with scene coordinates and optional attributes per point.
In contrast, the source content for MIV is encoded in a multi-view video plus depth
(MVD) format [141]. MVD utilizes videos that are captured from multiple perspectives
and pieces of depth information to present visual content in a more comprehensive and
three-dimensional manner. This approach typically involves using multiple cameras or
viewpoints to capture the video, while providing depth information for each frame.

Before the proposal of the MIV standard, several video coding standards aimed to
compress MVD formats, including 3D-HEVC [142–144] and MV-HEVC [145]. MV-HEVC, as
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an extension of HEVC, utilizes the established coding techniques of HEVC and introduces
multi-view-specific coding methods. However, MV-HEVC faces challenges in handling
unstructured multiple videos and ensuring compatibility [146]. These limitations make it
less suitable for modern immersive video applications.

The MIV standard utilizes conventional 2D video codecs such as HEVC or VVC to
efficiently encode volumetric scenes. The process involves initially processing the video
feeds capturing the scene to identify a set of basic views. These views are then enriched
with additional information from other perspectives. The data are intelligently organized
into atlases and substantially compressed using a chosen existing 2D video codec [72].

Simulcast coding is a direct method for compressing a multi-view representation [147],
where each view is compressed independently. However, simulcasting does not account
for inter-view redundancies, leading to potential high bitrate penalties. In contrast, MIV
addresses inter-view redundancies during coding, providing improved compression by
leveraging geometry information through depth maps. Recent studies [148,149] have
focused on enhancing the quality of depth maps in MIV. Lee et al. [150] proposed a group-
based adaptive rendering method for volumetric video streaming. When compared to
the Test Model for Immersive Video (TMIV), their proposed method achieves an average
savings of 37.26% in the BD rate in terms of the PSNR. Jeong et al. [146] introduced a
bitstream-merging and geometry-packing algorithm for volumetric video streaming, build-
ing on the foundations of MIV and VVC. Their algorithm involves dividing and packing
geometry atlases, leading to improvements in Immersive Video-PSNR(IV-PSNR) [92], BD
rate gain, and reduced decoding runtime compared to the master profile of MIV.

4.5. Super Resolution

Video super resolution (VSR) technology aims to recover high-resolution videos from
multiple low-resolution frames, serving as an extension of image SR and employing frame-
by-frame processing through image SR algorithms. Image SR, a notable system in computer
vision and image processing, focuses on improving the visual perception of low-quality
images by transforming blurry, fuzzy, and unclear low-resolution images with coarse
details into clear, high-resolution images with enhanced visual perception and details [151].
However, SR performance is not always satisfactory, as it may introduce artifacts and
glitches, leading to undesired temporal incoherence within frames [152].

VSR is specifically crafted to restore high-resolution video frames from correspond-
ing low-resolution frames and adjacent low-resolution frames. This technology utilizes
complementary information from one or more low-resolution frames to generate missing
high-frequency details during the image reconstruction process. Given the interconnected
nature of each frame in VSR, spatial information extends beyond individual frames to neigh-
boring frames. In addition to spatial information at the pixel level, each frame is closely
linked in the temporal sequence [153]. Most VSR techniques adopt either time-based or
space-based approaches to leverage temporal data. Time-based methods [154] treat frames
as time-series data, transmitting each frame sequentially through the network. However,
this approach can only harness a restricted amount of temporal data from preceding frames
and may operate at a slower speed due to the inability to parallelize the processing of multi-
ple frames. In contrast, space-based methods [155] enhance the resolution of low-resolution
frames by jointly considering multiple adjacent frames as supplementary data. This method
preserves more inter-frame temporal correlations and benefits from parallel computing
advantages [156]. However, multiple frames offer a wealth of scene information, covering
not only intra-frame spatial dependencies but also inter-frame temporal dependencies such
as brightness, color changes, and motions. Consequently, existing works predominantly
concentrate on improving the utilization of spatio-temporal dependencies, including ex-
plicit motion compensation methods like learning-based approaches and optical flow-based
approaches, as well as recurrent methods, etc. [157].

With the remarkable success of deep learning in various areas [158], VSR algorithms
based on deep learning have undergone extensive study. Many VSR methods based on
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deep neural networks, such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs), generative adversarial
networks (GANs), and CNNs have been proposed. Typically, these methods utilize a
substantial number of both low-resolution and high-resolution video sequences as input
to the neural network. The network performs inter-frame alignment, feature extraction,
and fusion, and subsequently generates high-resolution sequences corresponding to the
given low-resolution video sequences. The standard pipeline of most VSR methods com-
prises an alignment module, a feature extraction and fusion module, and a reconstruction
module [152].

In methods involving alignment for VSR, many utilize motion estimation and motion
compensation techniques. Motion estimation is designed to extract inter-frame motion
information, and motion compensation is employed to execute the warping operation
between frames based on this inter-frame motion information. This process aligns one
frame with another. After alignment, relevant features are extracted from the aligned
frames, including textures, edges, or other high-frequency components that are essential
for reconstructing high-resolution details. Fusion involves combining information from
multiple frames to enhance the overall feature representation [159]. Reconstruction’s goal
is to generate a high-resolution output from the aligned and feature-enhanced frames,
leveraging the extracted features to reconstruct missing details and enhance the overall
resolution of the video.

Numerous researchers have proposed distinct VSR techniques. Wen et al. [160] in-
troduced an end-to-end deep convolutional network that dynamically generates spatial
adaptive filters for aligning frames and utilizes the aligned frames to recover high-resolution
frames. Wang et al. [161] presented a novel low-complexity VSR method that is designed
for live video applications. By efficiently leveraging spatial information from the image SR
model and the inherent temporal information in the video, their method minimizes compu-
tational redundancy through the recycling of intermediate features, achieving real-time
inference speed. Li et al. [162] proposed a framework for video coding and uploading that
employs VSR technology to enhance the quality of real-time video streaming in scenarios
with a constrained upload bandwidth.

In addition to traditional flat videos, VSR technology can be applied to 360◦ videos.
Baniya et al. [163] proposed a 360◦ VSR deep learning model that is not constrained by
traditional VSR techniques such as alignment. They addressed spherical distortion issues
through special feature extractors and a novel loss function. Deng et al. [164] introduced a
latitude-aware upscaling network that considers the characteristics of 360◦ videos. Different
latitude bands in 360◦ videos can learn to adopt different upscaling factors, significantly
improving VSR efficiency and saving computational resources.

Utilizing VSR technology can lower the bandwidth demands for video transmission.
This involves converting high-resolution videos into low-resolution videos. The resultant
low-resolution video, along with the VSR model, is sent to the client. Upon reception, the
client reconstructs them into high-resolution videos, thus reducing the required bandwidth
for video transmission [165]. In the context of vehicular network environments, it becomes
feasible to send the VSR model and low-resolution videos to the vehicle, enabling their
restoration into high-resolution videos. This method helps minimize the bandwidth that is
needed when vehicle users request high-resolution videos.

4.6. Adaptive Bitrate

HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) is a primary method for delivering video data. In
HAS, videos undergo encoding at various quality levels on the server side, each associated
with a specific bitrate. These videos are then temporally segmented into consistent-duration
segments. On the client side, the ABR algorithm is responsible for selecting and requesting
the appropriate bitrate for each segment. This adaptive process aims to address network
throughput fluctuations while striving to provide the optimal QoE [166].

The video is segmented into several consecutive segments, and each segment is
encoded at various bitrates. ABR algorithms typically determine the quality level for
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upcoming segments based on user context conditions, such as buffer occupancy and
network conditions [167]. Viewers can then request the suitable bitrate version for each
segment, taking into account factors like screen resolution and both current and predicted
channel conditions [168].

Numerous researchers [62,169–174] have put forth diverse ABR algorithms, with many
of these studies incorporating DRL. Ma et al. [62] proposed a novel QoE-aware adaptive
video bitrate aggregation scheme designed for HTTP live streaming and based on smart
edge computing. Their scheme oversees the traffic that is requested by clients for the same
live streaming service, adjusting their bitrates according to network conditions, client states,
and video characteristics. Wang et al. [172] presented a framework based on DRL to decide
the streamer’s encoding bitrate, uploading power, as well as edge transcoding frequency
and bitrates. Li et al. [174] introduced an ABR scheme based on reinforcement learning
that integrates the processing of transport and video application layers to directly optimize
the QoE. This optimization is formulated as a weighted function considering video quality,
delay, and stalling rate.

Compared to traditional video, 360◦ video requires a larger amount of data to maintain
user experience, leading to higher bandwidth requirements. Transmitting the entire video
in high quality is evidently not wise, as users are typically limited to viewing only a small
portion of the 360◦ video. Viewport-adaptive streaming is a direct method for decreasing
transmission bandwidth, dynamically adjusting the scene quality in real time based on
the user’s FoV [175]. After projection, 360◦ videos are spatially divided into equally or
unequally sized rectangles called tiles. These tiles can undergo independent encoding,
compression, and transmission at varying bitrates [176]. Considering this characteristic,
tile-based adaptive streaming has gained widespread acceptance among viewport-based
approaches. It facilitates the transmission of quality-variable tiles, allowing for adjustments
without compromising the visual quality in response to user interaction.

In the context of traditional 2D video, ABR algorithms mainly adjust the bitrates
of downloaded segments based on the available client-server bandwidth. This ensures
continuous video playback without rebuffering, commonly referred to as freezes. ABR
algorithms for 360◦ videos are notably more intricate, because they must simultaneously
perform two types of adaptations. The algorithm first needs to execute view adaptation
by predicting the user’s head position in advance and determining which tiles the user
might view in the future. Secondly, the algorithm needs to adapt the bitrate by determining
suitable rates for downloading segments of the predicted tiles. It is crucial to optimize both
adaptation types jointly, ensuring that tiles that are more likely to be in the user’s viewport
are downloaded at higher bitrates [177].

Viewport adaptation relies on the accuracy of FoV prediction. Existing FoV predic-
tion methods are typically designed using linear regression, motion estimation, machine
learning methods, user clustering, or hybrid prediction mechanisms [64]. Dong et al. [178]
combined the historical motion trajectory of the target user with the future trajectory of
other comparable users, proposing a Gaze-based FoV prediction model to enhance the
accuracy of long-term FoV prediction. Pang [176] enhanced the precision of predicting
the user’s future viewport by incorporating object movement with the trajectory of the
user’s head movement and the video saliency map. Nguyen et al. [179] incorporated a
Gated Recurrent Unit block in front of the LSTM to expedite input data processing, thereby
enhancing accuracy in the initial seconds compared to an algorithm solely utilizing LSTM.
In order to eliminate projection errors, Li et al. [180] employed a spherical CNN to optimize
FoV prediction, replacing the traditional 2D CNN. Some studies have also focused on the
real-time demands in live streaming scenarios. In [181], clustered federated learning and
reinforced variational inference were utilized to optimize FoV prediction and content deliv-
ery in live streaming. Peng et al. [182] employed CNN for extracting spatial characteristics
from video frames and LSTM to understand the temporal characteristics of user viewport
trajectories. Their proposed viewport prediction model shows a potential reduction in
transmission bandwidth by approximately 50%. Sun et al. [183] explored streaming flock,
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allowing users to experience diverse playback latencies based on their network conditions
within a short range. The viewing directions of users with a shorter playback latency are
leveraged as valuable inputs to anticipate the viewing directions of users with a longer
playback latency.

As mentioned earlier, transmitting the tiles within the user’s FoV at high bitrates can
effectively reduce the video’s bandwidth requirements. Common segmentation methods
involve dividing the spatial aspects of the video into equally sized rectangles. However,
this is not the most efficient approach, considering the bandwidth waste in areas that
are delivered in high quality but remain unwatched. On the other hand, subdividing
all tiles into smaller granularity would increase the encoding pressure. Consequently,
recent research explores dynamic adjustments to tile size [184–186] or methods that involve
unevenly sized tile partition [187–189].

In the method proposed by [188], the tile sizes adapt to the content of the video. A
higher tiling granularity is allocated to areas that attract more visual attention, while larger
tiles are used in less critical regions to maintain constant tile overhead. When dealing with
tiles at the edges of the FoV, the transmission of the entire tile at the highest quality, even
if the FoV only occupies a small part of it, results in bandwidth waste. Kan et al. [187]
introduced a viewport-aware adaptive tiling scheme that employs fine-grained tiles to
cover the borders of the video’s viewport, marginal, and invisible regions. Their scheme
helps reduce transmission redundancy while displaying other areas using coarse-grained
or medium-grained tiles to enhance compression efficiency. In [189], the authors considered
the impact of projection distortion on the accuracy of dynamic tiling systems. They analyzed
spherical viewport trajectories to determine the optimal tile strategy.

Zhang et al. [184] determined the tiling configuration based on the recent performance
of viewport prediction. They explored the effects of various tiling options on tile selection
and decoding complexity, demonstrating that adaptive tiling can accommodate errors in
viewport prediction and contribute to maintaining the quality of tile selection. In [185],
the efficiency of encoding and distortion in VR content was assessed concerning various
tiling patterns. An edge server that was co-located at a cellular base station divided its
generated VR content into several tiles based on the selected tiling pattern. A weighted-
to-spherically-uniform quality model was employed to evaluate the impact of different
tiling patterns on the QoE. The simulation results demonstrated that the proposed solution
effectively reduces the QoE-aware cost for VR content transmission compared to other
baseline algorithms.

Yaqoob et al. [175] considered two viewport prediction mechanisms when selecting
tiles, adjusting the streaming region based on changes in content complexity and positional
information. This adjustment ensures the availability of the viewport, providing a seamless
perspective for 360◦ video users. Wei et al. [64] utilized distinct rate distortion models
for different regions of the video to enhance the user’s QoE. They achieved this by de-
emphasizing imperceptible video regions, ensuring efficient 360◦ interactive transmission
across various network conditions. Gao et al. [186] concentrated on selecting optimal
encoding parameters, such as tile sizes and quantization steps, to strike a balance between
transmission and encoding efficiency. Their objective was to minimize the video distortion
displayed in the user’s viewport within a given transmission capacity. For live streaming,
Chen et al. [190] segregated the transmission tasks for upstream and downstream, optimiz-
ing them asynchronously. Wang et al. [191] studied a framework that significantly reduces
the uplink bandwidth consumption without compromising the QoE.

Table 4 summarizes adaptive streaming methods that are used in flat videos and
immersive videos in recent studies. It can be observed that there is less research on 360◦ live
streaming compared to 360◦ VoD. Many studies utilize DRL as the algorithm for adaptive
bitrate allocation, predicting the FoV based on head movement trajectories and employing
the most common tile strategy.
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Table 4. Comparing ABR proposals across different papers.

Paper Video Type Algorithms or
Techniques Used by ABR

FoV Prediction
Method Tiling Method FoV Algorithm

[62] Live video DRL × × ×
[169] VoD DQN × × ×

[170] Live video Adaptive Forward Error
Correction × × ×

[172] Live video DRL × × ×
[171] VoD Apprenticeship learning × × ×
[173] VoD Meta learning × × ×
[174] VoD DRL × × ×

[187] 360◦ VoD DRL User’s head rotation

Covering different
areas of the video
using tiles of three

different sizes

CNN

[176] 360◦ VoD DRL-A3C

Object motion tracking
and ROI (user head

motion trajectories and
video saliency maps)

Traditional method LSTM,
YOLOv3

[189] 360◦ VoD RL_A3C User viewport
trajectories

Finding the minimum
rectangles (tiles) for

both the FoV and the
non-FoV

Spherical kernel
density estimation

[64] 360◦ VoD

Jointly optimizing the
rate distortion model and

global bitrate
allocation strategy

Current viewing
trajectory and
video content

Traditional method XGBoost

[192] 360◦ VoD DRL-A3C

User attention and
historical viewing

trajectory of
multiple users

Traditional method

LSTM,
Density-Based

Spatial Clustering
of Applications

with Noise

[182] 360◦ Live Modifications based
on DASH

Joint temporal and
spatial characteristics

between the user’s
viewport trajectory

Traditional method CNN
LSTM

Presently, extensive research is dedicated to the application of ABR technology in
video transmission for vehicles. Yun et al. [193] developed a real-time solution to the
dynamic adaptive video streaming problem in mmWave vehicular networks. The solution
determines which content, at what quality, and how many data chunks will be transmit-
ted from the macro base station to the micro base station. This scenario is modeled as a
controlled Markov decision process. DRL is employed to address this challenge, dealing
with numerous network states and a continuous state space. Han et al. [194] dynamically
calculated the optimal video bitrate based on the current available bandwidth and buffer
occupancy, with the ability to dynamically adjust multiple buffers in real time. By consider-
ing the bandwidth conditions, buffer size, and client’s area of interest, they aim to enhance
the QoE and bandwidth utilization. In [195], the RSU collects the information on resource
blocks and available computational resources, and then makes a centralized decision on
bitrate selection, fog computational resource allocation, private vehicle scheduling, and
resource block allocation. Dai et al. [196] proposed an MEC-based architecture for ABR-
based multimedia streaming in connected vehicles, where each multimedia file is split into
multiple chunks, encoded using different bitrate levels. The bandwidth allocation and
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quality level of the block are determined based on a benefit function that combines the
quality level, available play time, and freeze delay.

5. Optimizing Video Transmission Involves Network Technologies and
Next-Generation Wireless Communication Technologies

From the standpoint of a network operator, ensuring a satisfactory live streaming
experience over a robust network is of the utmost importance. This entails minimizing
the latency between video recording and playback. In today’s digital landscape, internet
traffic is primarily dominated by the transmission of video streaming applications via the
wireless/cellular interfaces of mobile devices. Despite the ability to transmit UHD videos
via mobile devices, the perceived video quality often falls below user expectations because
of distance-based high latency between content sources and end users [197]. Therefore, the
imperative is to reduce transmission latency.

Concurrently, 4G wireless networks have witnessed widespread adoption as a depend-
able communication technology over the past decade. Numerous industrial applications
have benefited from the support of 4G and Wi-Fi [198]. However, given the escalating
demands of users in terms of reliability, latency, and throughput performance, the transi-
tion to 5G and, looking ahead, 6G technologies is anticipated to replace 4G to meet these
heightened requirements. Accordingly, this section will present strategies for minimizing
latency in transmission, technologies for reducing the required bandwidth, and insights
into next-generation wireless communication technologies. The most recent research in
their application to vehicular network communication will also be explored to elevate the
viewing experience for passengers engaging with multimedia applications.

5.1. Caching

With the rapid advancement of communication technology, the growing demand for
mobile devices, extensive network traffic, and the rising expectations for real-time and
low-latency services present substantial challenges for communication and computing.
MEC has emerged as a pivotal technology to tackle these issues, originating from cloud
computing and progressing towards deploying computing resources at nodes near users.
This approach significantly reduces communication and computing costs [199]. Edge de-
vices now possess ample processing power to perform specific computing tasks locally,
eliminating the necessity for transmitting all data to remote servers for processing. This
results in bandwidth savings, reduced latency, and overall system performance improve-
ments. In the MEC environment, edge servers are positioned at base stations or connected
to access points near end users [200]. Application providers can lease resources such as
memory, CPU, storage space, and bandwidth on edge servers to host their applications,
enabling users to access services with low latency [201].

In cache-aided wireless cellular networks, frequently accessed data can be stored by
edge facilities to relieve the strain on capacity-limited backhaul links and the demand
for wireless transmissions. This leads to the realization of highly effective networks with
reduced delays, improved spectrum efficiency, and enhanced energy efficiency [202]. Ad-
ditionally, caching offers advantages such as convenient deployment, low cost, reduced
backhaul link burden, and decreased data traffic, making it a focal point of network de-
ployment [203]. Two typical caching strategies in wireless networks are Largest Content
Diversity (LCD) and Most Popular Contents (MPCs). MPCs involves storing the files with
the highest demand in network nodes to maximize collaborative gains between nodes,
while LCD ensures that each file is stored in at most one node, achieving maximum caching
diversity [204]. Machine learning is employed to predict cached content and compute
resources in the network. MEC units can be integrated into network edge devices, enabling
them to perform storage and computing functions [205].

Currently, researchers have applied caching technology to video transmission and
vehicular networks. Wu et al. [206] considered vehicle mobility and proposed a coopera-
tive caching scheme in the vehicular edge computing based on DRL and asynchronous
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federated learning to predict popular content and subsequently identify the optimal co-
operative caching location for the predicted popular content. Liu et al. [207] presented
an algorithm that jointly addresses caching, computation, and power allocation. Their
algorithm takes into account various video sizes and playback rate requirements, with the
goal of minimizing adaptive video streaming transmission delay and energy consumption.
Xi et al. [2] utilized drone-assisted cellular networks optimizing adaptive bitrate video
streaming caching and user association optimization to enhance users’ video viewing
experience and reduce transmission latency. Zhou et al. [199] explored multi-user caching
in vehicular MEC networks, where edge servers with caching and computing capabilities
support task computing from vehicle users. Ma and Sun [208] proposed an architecture
incorporating end-edge collaboration, edge caching technology, and network resource
deployment optimization for video transmission in vehicles. Their architecture involves
5G base stations and drone mobile base station configurations to transmit SVC videos with
analyzed user mobility, obtaining improved edge caching strategies. Wang and Grace [205]
suggested two proactive caching algorithms based on multi-armed bandit learning, using
reinforcement learning to predict the next RSU that a vehicle will pass through to achieve
proactive caching in vehicular networks. Zhang et al. [209] studied the vehicular edge
caching challenge in real vehicle scenarios, designing an adaptive caching algorithm to
more effectively utilize caching resources, increase caching prediction success rates, and
reduce interruptions in caching services. Fu [210] proposed caching update and pricing
algorithms, considering the transcoding of various video versions. Base stations take into
account energy consumption when caching video segments. Pricing algorithms based on
different usage scenarios of caching and base station resources are adopted to enhance the
flexibility of network resource utilization.

Within the vehicular network, the caching approach introduced by [206] can be imple-
mented. This entails forecasting popular video content by leveraging the global model to
predict the content preferences of individual vehicle users. Following this, the local RSU
or base station can employ the dueling DQN algorithm to establish optimal cooperative
caching. This method involves caching the video content that is most engaging to users at
the local RSU or base station, with the goal of reducing content transmission delays.

5.2. Multicasting

Multicasting is a communication technique that is employed in networks to con-
currently transmit data to multiple destination addresses. Unlike unicast and broadcast,
multicast delivers data exclusively to a specific group of receivers rather than broadcasting
to all receivers. The transmitter sends the data stream only once, avoiding duplication and
saving significant bandwidth resources, thus providing higher real-time performance. This
is particularly advantageous in group communication scenarios where the same informa-
tion needs to be shared, such as in video conferences, multicast Internet Protocol television,
and online streaming. In the face of rapidly increasing video traffic in vehicular networks,
when multiple users request the same tile, multicast can effectively alleviate bandwidth
pressure and offer higher scalability.

Nguyen et al. introduced a novel framework for delivering 360◦ live video to mul-
tiple users through 4G mobile networks [211]. The framework utilizes SVC to encode
tiles. In cases where multiple users request the same layer, such as the base layer, the
framework employs multicast transmission, resulting in substantial bandwidth savings.
For individual user requests pertaining to enhancement layers, the delivery is conducted
via unicast, thereby optimizing bandwidth usage in the process. However, multicast ca-
pacity is constrained by users experiencing the weakest channel gain. In scenarios where
the base station antennas are fixed, the system may face challenges meeting the growing
demand for multicast communication as the user count increases, leading to performance
degradation. In [212], Device-to-Device (D2D) communication was employed to enhance
multicast efficiency. A proposed 4G-based sidelink-assisted multicast system selects users
with poorer channel conditions to receive services through a sidelink multicast. Two
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different decoding scenarios, independent decoding and joint decoding, were adopted
in the algorithm design to optimize the entire system and enhance the user experience.
Chen et al. [213] implemented a differential QoE provision for numerous video users with
time-varying and heterogeneous channel conditions in an SVC-based multicast system.
By dynamically adjusting video bitrates and wireless resources, the system optimizes the
long-term QoE for all users. Ouyang et al. [214] explored D2D multicast for scalable videos,
incorporating potential users into the multicast group and considering inter-user channel
quality, social parameters, and user preferences for video quality. They devised a cluster
head selection algorithm to enhance the service quality. Chowdhury et al. [50] investigated
minimizing the gateway placement for video streaming in vehicular networks, aiming to
reduce service costs.

Xiao et al. [215] explored Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)-based edge
multicast in the delivery phase, approaching the video delivery as a combinatorial problem
involving the base station and multicast group. They introduced a two-layer matching
mechanism based on NOMA to address collaboration issues between macro base stations
and small base stations, as well as a NOMA-enabled real-time SVC multicasting framework
using UAV relays. In the context of NOMA-based multi-layer multicast systems, Dani et al.
developed a collaborative power allocation and subgrouping approach to optimize the
overall multicast rate [216].

Li et al. [217] explored multicast optimization problems in high-dynamic Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) satellite ground communication scenarios. They proposed a joint power and
bandwidth resource allocation strategy utilizing a two-stage iterative method. Their simula-
tion results demonstrated that the capacity was at least 10% higher than that of the baseline
algorithm. Zhong et al. [218] introduced a decentralized approach for adaptive multicast
video streaming with caching assistance. This enables each video client to optimize their
bitrate without the need for coordination with other clients. Pan et al. [219] designed a
low-latency video streaming system based on a Bit Index Explicit Replication multicast.
Upon comparison, it substantially reduced the usage of external network bandwidth.

Multicast provides the same multimedia content to multiple users through the same
frequency band. Significant improvements in channel capacity and energy efficiency will
enhance the potential of multicast in V2X scenarios, where vehicles can receive multicast
information from other vehicles, the internet, and roadside infrastructure [213]. As men-
tioned in [50], selecting a small number of vehicles as mobile network gateways allows
them to obtain video content from the network via V2I communication and distribute the
content among other peer vehicles through V2V communication. From various sources, it is
evident that scalable video has the potential for multicast applications, and this holds true
for vehicular networks as well. Therefore, in our proposed architecture for vehicular net-
work video transmission, similar ideas can be applied. The foundational layer of multicast
can be used to form user subgroups with similar channel conditions. Users within multicast
groups can subscribe to appropriate enhancement layers based on their individual channel
conditions [213]. For vehicles with poorer network conditions, V2V communication via
multicast can be employed to enhance their reception quality [212].

5.3. Artificial Intelligence in Vehicular Networks

With the advent of vehicle intelligence, automobiles are evolving from mere trans-
portation tools to intelligent terminals. Moreover, the diversity and quantity of onboard
equipment are on the rise, and people’s expectations for the quality of automobile services
continue to grow. In the era of vehicular networks, intelligent modules within vehicles
can offer traffic management, intelligent vehicle control, navigation capabilities, accident
prevention [220], as well as mobile internet applications, rich multimedia services, and var-
ious emerging interactive applications. These advancements aim to reduce operating costs,
foster a secure driving environment, and enhance the overall user experience. Artificial
intelligence (AI) plays a pivotal role in significantly boosting the cognitive performance and
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intelligence of vehicular networks. This contribution is vital for optimal resource allocation
in problems that are characterized by time-varying complexities and differences [221].

AI is recognized as a pivotal technology to handle the substantial data volume in
vehicular networks [222,223]. Despite being in its early stages, the application of AI in
vehicular network systems exhibits promising potential. AI holds a crucial role in real-time
applications, including location-based services, vehicle platooning, congestion control, and
traffic flow management. This becomes particularly significant as the count of vehicles that
are equipped with computing capabilities and sensors continues to increase, and as the
significance of AI in enhancing privacy protection becomes increasingly apparent [224].
Alladi et al. [225] presented an MEC-enhanced intrusion detection framework, leveraging
AI, to detect and categorize diverse cybersecurity attacks within the vehicular network.
Applying AI to collective sensor data is a significant contributor to enriching applications
and driving the development of vehicular networks [47].

These AI technologies also play a crucial role in Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADASs), providing drivers with real-time safety alerts and assistance features such as
blind-spot monitoring and adaptive cruise control. Kuutti et al. The authors of [226]
analyzed the various benefits of AI’s deep learning for vehicle control. The ability to
self-optimize and adapt to new scenarios based on data makes it particularly well suited
for addressing challenges in controlling dynamic and complex environments. AI moni-
tors vehicle health by utilizing the visual systems of sensors to identify the surrounding
environment, overseeing the real-time conditions of vehicles through monitoring systems,
predicting potential faults, optimizing routes [227], and managing traffic flow. Furthermore,
it intelligently conserves network bandwidth and reduces latency to improve the user
experience [228,229].

5.4. Blockchain

In Section II, it is highlighted that in the era of 6G, the convergence of V2X and ITS
will result in an unprecedented surge in data traffic, a substantial increase in the number
of highly mobile nodes, and the imposition of low-latency requirements. The substantial
influx of data brings forth notable challenges in terms of security, privacy, and trust. The
heightened exchange of data and communication within the connected vehicle network
raises the vulnerability to potential hacker attacks, exposing risks such as malicious code,
data theft, and remote intrusions [230].

In contrast to conventional vehicles, connected vehicles exhibit efficient communica-
tion capabilities, enabling a real-time exchange of crucial safety-related information among
neighboring vehicles and the surrounding infrastructure [231]. However, this enhanced
connectivity also amplifies the susceptibility of vehicles to network threats and the risk
of cyberattacks, thereby impacting both the vehicles and drivers [232]. Presently, security
solutions for vehicular networks incorporate diverse technologies, including cryptography,
blockchain, and machine learning algorithms [233].

Ensuring trust among nodes in the vehicular network poses a challenge for secure and
credible message dissemination. An unfamiliar message is inherently treated as untrusted,
because a malicious node could potentially create a false message regarding an incident
that did not genuinely occur [234,235]. False messages can lead to misjudgments in the
vehicular network and may result in issues such as tracking of vehicle privacy or network
attacks. Therefore, it is crucial to manage and monitor the source and accuracy of data. To
address these security and privacy concerns, blockchain technology, which is characterized
by a decentralized architecture, immutability, and encryption features, is poised to enhance
the security of video transmission within vehicular networks.

Blockchain is a decentralized distributed data storage and management technology. It
links data blocks together in chronological order, forming a continuously growing chain.
Each block contains the hash value of the previous block, making the data on the entire
chain immutable [236]. Its decentralized framework is well suited to large-scale networks.
An additional use of blockchain in trusted vehicular networks involves assessing message
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credibility and facilitating decentralized dissemination. Utilizing blockchain consensus
mechanisms for transaction validation can be applied to verify messages originating from
untrusted nodes.

Numerous studies [237–239] have investigated the application of blockchain in vehic-
ular networks, all acknowledging that blockchain’s characteristics provide a certain level
of security and usability in the era of big data. The application perspective emphasizes the
utilization of secure blockchain-based vehicular networks in diverse applications, includ-
ing transportation, data sharing/trading, and resource sharing [240]. Examples include
real-time data authentication among vehicles and checking for any vulnerabilities that
might compromise communication between vehicles.

Consequently, we believe that blockchain holds significant potential in the future 6G
landscape of vehicular networks. Ayaz et al. [241] proposed a blockchain-based federated
learning solution and its integration to enhance security and privacy in vehicular net-
works, reducing the failure rate in the presence of malicious nodes. They also highlighted
the alignment of blockchain and federated learning with the trends in 6G, suggesting
their applicability in future technologies. Kamal et al. [242] presented a blockchain-based
data sharing mechanism that achieves real-time data authentication for V2V communica-
tion with lower complexity and utilizing existing protocols. Cui et al. [243] proposed a
blockchain-based approach to achieve secure, efficient, and anonymous V2V data sharing,
preventing unauthorized data sharing without the need for RSUs.

5.5. 5G

Starting from 2020, the 5G wireless communication network has been in the process
of standardization and is currently undergoing commercial deployment. The key focus
of 5G revolves around three typical application scenarios: low-latency communications
(uRLLC), massive Machine-Type Communications (mMTC), and enhanced Mobile Broad-
band (eMBB), which is ultra-reliable. This follows the classification by the International
Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) [244].

The 5G spectrum is allocated across low- (sub-1 GHz), mid- (1–6 GHz), and mmWave
(30–100 GHz) frequency ranges, offering distinct performance and coverage characteristics.
Among these, the mid-frequency spectrum of 3.3–4.2 GHz is considered an optimal choice
for 5G signals, striking a balance between bandwidth, distance coverage, and building pen-
etration [245]. The prevalent frequency bands for 5G wireless communication are mmWave
and sub-6 GHz. mmWave communication employs wireless frequencies ranging from 30
to 100 GHz to transmit information, enabling the provision of data at rates reaching several
gigabits per second due to its abundant bandwidth [246]. However, mmWave has a limited
coverage range owing to its high-frequency nature. Furthermore, the implementation of
frequencies that are sub-6 GHz can leverage existing 4G bands, making it a suitable option
for 5G communication [247].

Researchers have recently implemented sub-6 GHz and mmWave technologies in
the context of vehicular networks. Ikram et al. [248] utilized multi-beam, multi-polarized,
and MIMO techniques in sub-6 GHz and mmWave frequency bands to realize 5G-V2X
applications. Their system provides communication capabilities with 360-degree coverage,
addressing the communication needs of vehicles to interact with other devices in diverse
scenarios. He et al. [246] introduced an innovative sub-6 GHz V2X-assisted synchronous
mmWave communication scheduling system, which takes into account the significance and
timeliness of data to establish the communication schedule, thereby enhancing network
efficiency across mmWave links. Their proposed scheduler was applied in typical straight-
line highway scenarios.

Zhang et al. [49] investigated a 5G information-centric networking-based vehicular
network designed for autonomous vehicle users, confirming the viability of integrating
5G into the vehicular network for video transmission. In a related investigation, Noh
et al. [249] presented an mmWave-based V2I communication system. They then explored
essential technologies to overcome performance challenges in the mmWave-based system
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arising from high mobility. The validation results illustrate that the 5G-based mmWave
system is both feasible and efficient in achieving high data rate vehicular communication on
a highway. Thus, in scenarios with a sufficient base station bandwidth, video transmission
to vehicle users can occur through the 5G spectrum.

5.6. 6G

As we approach the year 2030, global mobile traffic is anticipated to surge to 670 times
the levels that were recorded in 2010. Concurrently, the limitations of 5G become apparent,
struggling to cope with network congestion stemming from immersive video services dur-
ing peak usage periods. The advent of 6G is poised to not only address network congestion
but also usher in features such as seamless connectivity, a fully immersive experience, sup-
port for massive simultaneous user connections, ultra-low latency, ubiquitous connectivity,
and ultra-high capacity and reliability, along with heightened security measures [250].

In the mmWave range of 30–100 GHz, which 5G leverages, achieving the envisaged
high speeds is constrained by current transceiver architectures and limitations in digital
modulation methods. Challenges include non-linear power amplifiers, phase noise, and
suboptimal analog-to-digital converter resolution [251]. Consequently, 6G is anticipated to
surpass these limitations by embracing even higher frequencies, incorporating the Terahertz
(THz) and visible light spectrum [252]. Designed to fully leverage the frequency spectrum,
6G aims to cover the entire existing spectrum [253]. The following subsections offer an
overview of the key frequency bands that are employed in 6G communication.

5.6.1. Terahertz

THz band communications are anticipated to serve as a fundamental technology
for 6G and future networks, playing a central role in wireless infrastructure, with the
potential to drive numerous promising applications [253]. Occupying the frequency range
of 0.1–10 THz in the electromagnetic spectrum, equivalent to wavelengths from 30 µm
to 3 mm [254], THz communication offers an extensive bandwidth spanning tens to a
hundred GHz and remarkably short wavelengths. This presents significant opportunities
to tackle spectrum scarcity and overcome the capacity limitations of 5G networks. This
advancement opens avenues for supporting emerging applications with substantial data
requirements, including holographic telepresence, ultra-high-speed wireless backhaul, and
extended reality [255].

Researchers have made efforts to implement THz technology in vehicular network
communication. Lin et al. [256] introduced a method utilizing the Unscented Kalman
Filter in THz V2I communication networks, enabling RSUs to track multiple vehicles.
They proposed a low-complexity resource allocation method to enhance vehicle speed.
Lin et al. [257] focused on enhancing the energy efficiency of wireless networks and pre-
sented a channel power gain estimation method using GAN. This was applied in THz
V2I communication to determine the optimal THz transmission frequency and power.
Li et al. [258] conducted an analysis of THz communication in urban environments for
vehicular networks, providing a detailed characterization of features such as path loss and
shadow fading.

While the THz frequency range offers numerous advantages, it also introduces novel
challenges that are not encountered in frequencies below 6 GHz and mmWave frequencies.
Beyond severe spreading loss and high channel sparsity, the THz wavelength is comparable
to the size of particles in the atmosphere, leading to exacerbated losses due to even more
severe molecular absorption [259]. Additionally, the short wavelength of the THz range
makes signals susceptible to blockages, resulting in distinctive transmission characteristics
and relatively short transmission distances [255].

In the study by Chaccour et al. [260], three methods were employed to address the
aforementioned challenges in THz transmission. The first approach is to leverage large-
scale MIMO small base stations for network densification to ensure continuous com-
munication coverage. Nevertheless, the relatively high cost of THz equipment poses a
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challenge [261]. The deployment of a significant number of THz base stations entails
substantial expenses, making large-scale implementation difficult. In the second approach,
Cooperative RISs were introduced. RIS is a planar surface comprising numerous quasi-
passive and cost-effective reflecting elements. Each element can independently impose
phase shifts/amplitudes on incoming electromagnetic signals in a fully customizable man-
ner [262]. Multiple RISs can be employed to establish connections with narrow THz beams,
providing uninterrupted communication links to users. Several studies have delved into
the application of RIS in wireless communication. Yan et al. [263] explored issues relating
to beam split and beamforming design in THz and RIS communication, analyzing the
beam split effect based on various RIS shapes, sizes, and deployments. Zarini et al. [264]
utilized RIS to assist THz communication systems in mitigating bandwidth shortages. They
introduced a resource management algorithm to optimize the reflectivity of RIS elements,
base station signal transmission power, and THz resource block allocation. Fu et al. [265]
scrutinized the transmission channel model of RIS-assisted THz wireless communication,
performing simulations to evaluate the effectiveness of RIS-assisted transmission.

Since the integration of the THz band with lower frequency bands such as sub-6
GHz and mmWave presents an opportunity to overcome the limited transmission distance
of THz, Humadi et al. [266] delved into a user-centric dynamic clustering design for a
hybrid network incorporating THz, mmWave, and sub-6GHz base stations. Their study
highlighted that a significant presence of THz base stations could notably enhance data
transmission rates, albeit potentially compromising coverage performance. Thus, thought-
fully designed networks that facilitate user-centric base station cooperation in hybrid
wireless systems have the potential to offer both ultra-high transmission rates and ample
coverage range. Chukhno et al. [267] explored optimization strategies for the performance
of mmWave and THz systems, examining multicast techniques for 5G/6G systems. This
investigation encompassed technologies like Reconfigurable RIS, 5G sidelink technology,
and mobile edge enhancements. Moltchanov et al. [268] considered diverse environmental
conditions in urban environments, incorporating base stations operating at frequencies
below 6 GHz, mmWave, and Terahertz. They addressed transmission and deployment
challenges that are specific to mmWave and THz. In a hybrid Radio Frequency (RF) and
THz relay network named hybrid relay selection, Lou et al. [261] introduced a dual-hop
decode-and-forward routing protocol. This protocol prioritizes THz relays for higher data
rates or shorter distances between the source and destination. For lower data rates or
longer distances between the source and destination, RF relays are utilized.

Extensive research is currently being conducted on incorporating THz technology
into vehicle communication, as proposed by Rasheed and Hu [269]. They introduced an
inventive approach that incorporates software-defined networking-controlled and cogni-
tive radio-enabled V2X routing to achieve ultra-high data rates. This strategy involves
predictive V2X routing, facilitating intelligent switching between mmWave and THz fre-
quencies, resulting in an impressive data rate of 1 Gbps using mmWave within a 300 m
range. The THz bands can even reach speeds of 100 Gbps within a 50 m range, offering sig-
nificant advantages, particularly when a driver is waiting at traffic lights and concurrently
downloading data from a nearby THz base station.

5.6.2. Free Space Optical Communication

In addition to its integration with currently deployed sub-6 GHz and mmWave fre-
quency bands, THz can collaborate with 6G’s Free Space Optical Communication (FSOC).
FSOC, known for its cost-effectiveness, compactness, lightweight nature, and energy ef-
ficiency [270], taps into extensive unlicensed bandwidth, enabling a high data rate of
transmission over considerable distances [271]. This characteristic makes it well suited for
co-deployment with THz base stations [272]. However, FSOC encounters propagation im-
pairments, where even short-distance channels may suffer from notable signal attenuation
due to factors like fog, rain, snow, and turbulence. Since RF is less affected by turbulence,
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snow, and fog, several scholars have proposed hybrid communication systems integrating
FSOC and RF.

Vishwakarma and Swaminathan [273] introduced an adaptive switching system be-
tween FSOC and RF in a hybrid setup, comparing its performance with other commu-
nication systems. Wu et al. [274] presented a parallel transmission hybrid FSOC/ RF
communication system, enabling simultaneous data transmission through FSOC and RF.
They employed maximal ratio combining to merge signals from both transmission chan-
nels, mitigating channel fading. Sandeep et al. [37] employed roadside infrastructure as a
relay node to connect vehicles to base stations, utilizing a hybrid FSOC/RF technology for
communication. Lu et al. [275] implemented an FSOC-THz link, achieving a high total data
rate of 86.112 Gbps with a bit error rate < 3.8 × 10−3 and an error vector magnitude <10%.
Li et al. [276] investigated the performance of a hybrid THz/FSOC wireless transmission
system. Their system extended the transmission range and facilitated faster and more
secure signal transmission. Additionally, as THz and FSOC links utilize separate frequency
bands, they can circumvent any form of interference.

FSOC’s limitation lies in requiring an LoS transmission channel between the trans-
mitter and the receiver, restricting it to point-to-point transmission. Non-Line of Sight
Free Space Optical Communication (NLoS-FSOC) can be adopted to address this lim-
itation [277]. NLoS-FSOC reflects light to every angle except itself through a diffuse
reflector [278], enabling signal transmission beyond point-to-point scenarios. Esubonteng
and Rojas-Cessa [279] applied NLoS-FSOC in a vehicle communication scenario and pro-
posed a heuristic algorithm to optimize the tilt angle of the diffuse reflector for enhanced
transmission speed.

In the realm of vehicular networks, Niu et al. [280] introduced an application of
FSOC, leveraging highly collimated beams to enhance V2X connectivity. Their strategy
incorporates a low-rate control link alongside multiple Gbps-assisted FSOC links operating
in parallel. Initially, a control link is utilized for the exchange of sensor data relating to
vehicle attitude dynamics, enabling FSOC beam tracking. Subsequently, the latter FSOC
link establishes an ultra-reliable high data rate connection. The collaborative efforts of
local and distributed processing guarantee continuous and precise pointing, ensuring a
stable transmission.

5.6.3. Visible Light Communication

The visible light spectrum spans a wide, unregulated frequency range from 400 to
800 THz [281]. With the benefits of license-free operation, visible light communication
(VLC) can effectively leverage abundant spectrum resources, notably around 400 THz,
showcasing substantial potential for enhancing wireless communication capacity [4]. VLC
also demonstrates significantly improved energy efficiency compared to other RF com-
munications [282]. In VLC, Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs) serve as highly energy-efficient
light sources, catering to both communication and illumination needs, while photodiodes
function as receivers. Communication through LEDs is recognized as environmentally
friendly and can operate under typical lighting conditions without causing radiation harm
to humans [283].

Considering the influence of vehicle density on the latency performance of RF tech-
nology in vehicular applications, VLC stands out as a leading choice for deploying safety-
critical protocols that require rapid communication among vehicles [284]. This is facilitated
by the widespread deployment of LED lighting systems on modern automobiles and mo-
torcycles, coupled with the highly directional nature of optical pathways, allowing VLC to
encode information into light carriers through intensity modulation schemes [285].

Aly et al. [286] investigated the use of dual photodetectors within vehicle VLC systems,
implementing selection combining to improve signal reception in the presence of diverse
mobility conditions. They measured the electrically received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
for each specific photodetector and at the output of the selection combiner on straight and
curved roads. Eldeeb et al. [287] addressed VLC LoS limitations using an optical RIS and
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studied the impact of asymmetric headlight intensity distribution, sunlight, and weather on
system performance. Alsalami et al. [288] examined fluctuating inter-vehicle distances and
ambient noise levels at different instances to simulate and validate the dynamic V2V-VLC
channels. Refas [289] proposed a multi-hop relay system, employing vehicles as wireless
relays to maintain LoS transmission channels for visible light. They analyzed the impact of
transceiver parameters and the number of relay points on system performance. Memed
and Dressler [290] utilized headlight modules with LED array technology to implement
spatial division techniques [291]. These techniques enable different lighting functions such
as low beam, high beam, and turning illumination. Individual LEDs in the matrix lighting
module have separate irradiation modes, allowing for the division of irradiation modes to
improve the VLC spectrum’s efficiency and reduce interference. Aly et al. [292] employed
VLC to facilitate communication between large vehicles such as trucks, utilizing the low
beams of vehicles as transmitters. They proposed a path loss model considering vertical
displacement and oscillation effects and studied the optimal position of photodetectors
to reduce the error rate performance. Sharda and Bhatnagar [293] modeled the impact of
actual outdoor propagation characteristics to present LoS and NLoS V2V-VLC models and
analyzed the path loss and data rate of this model.

Given the widespread use of LED lights in contemporary vehicles, they can function
as transmitters for VLC. VLC, possessing multiple advantages over RF, is regarded as
a superior relay communication technology in the realm of vehicle communication. In
instances where the direct link between a vehicle and a base station faces interference, VLC
can be applied for data transmission by utilizing other vehicles as relay points [294].

6. Architectural Framework, Open Challenges, and Future Research Directions for
Video Transmission in Next-Generation Vehicular Networks

With the evolution of multimedia, people are increasingly looking for immersive
experiences, such as volumetric video, 360◦ videos, and high-resolution content. This trend
has created a pressing demand for low latency and high bandwidth. To meet these require-
ments, video processing and optimization technologies have become crucial. However, as
the demand for connected vehicles grows, this trend faces greater challenges. During peak
traffic hours, network congestion issues may arise, especially in areas with a heavy traffic
flow. Addressing these challenges requires the adoption of advanced networking technolo-
gies and transmission strategies to ensure stable video streaming in various scenarios.

The future architecture for video transmission will not only focus on immersive
experiences but will also need to provide solutions for complex network environments
and the ever-growing demands of connected vehicles. This will depend on innovative
technologies in video processing and networking to ensure that users can enjoy high-quality
video content anytime, anywhere. Therefore, this section will propose a vehicular network
architecture for future video transmission based on the technologies that we introduced in
the preceding sections and discuss the challenges that we face.

6.1. Architectural Framework for Video Transmission in Next-Generation Vehicular Networks

As depicted in Figure 2, the architecture for the next generation of vehicular net-
work transmitting of video will employ a distributed computing structure to reduce the
computational complexity compared to the traditional centralized control architecture.

In our future video content landscape, we anticipate six main user categories: 2D VoD,
2D Live Video, 360◦ VoD, 360◦ Live Video, Volumetric VoD, and Volumetric Live Video. Each
category demands unique processing approaches based on its distinctive characteristics.
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For 2D Live Video, 360◦ Live Video, and Volumetric Live Video with high latency
sensitivity, our focus will be on optimizing encoding and decoding times. As the foun-
dation, we will employ the AVC encoding standard [102]. Conversely, for 2D VoD, 360◦

VoD, and Volumetric VoD, where bandwidth conservation is paramount, we will lever-
age the VVC encoding standard [113], recognized for its superior compression efficiency.
Enhancements to these standards will be implemented using LCEVC [130] to streamline
the encoding complexity and improve compression efficiency. The video content will be
encoded into a BL and multiple ELs, allowing for adaptive transmission based on the user’s
available bandwidth.

Volumetric videos manifest in various representation formats, such as point clouds and
2D video synthesis. Given the substantially larger bandwidth requirements of volumetric
videos compared to traditional 2D videos, the compression of point clouds and methods
for 2D video synthesis have become predominant research directions. The chosen format
for volumetric videos depends on their application scenarios. For interactive volumetric
videos, such as experimental demonstrations or remote surgeries, point cloud compression
in V-PCC [135] is preferred because of its ability to support collision detection with 3D
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geometric shapes [72]. V-PCC specifically processes the point clouds within the user’s FoV,
leading to a substantial reduction in bandwidth requirements during transmission.

Non-interactive volumetric videos, such as live sports events, employ the MIV encod-
ing standard [137], utilizing 2D video synthesis. MIV enables seamless switching between
6DoF and 2D video at any time, allowing for selective transmission of specific angles based
on bandwidth allocation strategies, such as focusing on the central area of a sports field to
achieve bandwidth savings. Additionally, MIV provides a backward compatibility option,
supporting 360◦ video to adapt to different network or device conditions.

All videos will incorporate VSR technology [161]. Initially, low-resolution versions of
the videos and VSR models will be transmitted to the user’s end. Leveraging the computa-
tional capabilities within the device, the VSR model will then restore the low-resolution
versions of the videos into high resolution, thereby economizing on the bandwidth that is
required to transmit high-resolution videos.

Finally, all videos will incorporate ABR technology, dynamically adjusting the video
resolution based on the user’s current available bandwidth. This adaptive approach aims to
address issues such as video interruptions or insufficient video quality. For 360◦ VoD, 360◦

Live Video, Volumetric VoD, and Volumetric Live Video, we will integrate FoV prediction
technology [180]. In cases where there is a higher tolerance for latency, such as in 360◦ VoD
and Volumetric VoD, pyramid projection [13] will be applied to videos with minimal FoV
changes within a specified time period to reduce the data volume.

For videos with significant FoV changes, including 360◦ Live Video and Volumetric
Live Video, CMP projection [67] will be employed to ensure a smoother viewing experience.
Following FoV prediction, the resolution for the tiles that users are most likely to watch
will be dynamically adjusted based on the available bandwidth, while the remaining tiles
will be transmitted using the lowest resolution.

Acknowledging the inherent inaccuracy in FoV prediction, especially during periods
of high user head movement frequency, the implementation of tiling adaptation can refine
the video quality. This process involves appropriately extending the size of tiles to alleviate
prediction errors that are associated with the FoV, ensuring that any portion of a tile
intersecting with the predicted viewport is selected. Importantly, if the prediction error
does not cross a tile, it will not impact the tile selection result [184]. This refinement
contributes to a more accurate and seamless video viewing experience.

In vehicular communication, the landscape is categorized into V2N, V2I, and V2V.
Given the substantial bandwidth requirements for future UHD and immersive videos, a
diverse range of high-bandwidth technologies is essential to support this demand. An-
ticipated utilization includes all communication bands that are supported by 5G and 6G,
covering sub-6 GHz, mmWave, THz, and NLoS-FSOC base stations. Initially, servers will
be strategically placed adjacent to all base stations to store videos, reducing video transmis-
sion latency. The incorporation of THz and NLoS-FSOC for ultra-high transmission rates,
combined with the use of sub-6GHz and mmWave for effective communication coverage,
aims to establish a vehicular network environment that meets the requirements of both
transmission speed and communication range, covering all road segments. Furthermore,
leveraging the considerable bandwidth that is provided by THz and NLoS-FSOC allows
for the realization of an “information shower” [260], facilitating the rapid provision of
substantial bandwidth to users. This enables 2D VoD, 360◦ VoD, and Volumetric VoD
to buffer more video segments in a short time, significantly reducing the likelihood of
video interruptions.

Moreover, V2I technology can be employed to enable all autonomous vehicles to
engage in information transmission with RSUs along their routes. This integration sup-
ports the cloud-based traffic information system in overseeing the route planning of all
autonomous vehicles. Additionally, 6G’s VLC technology can be harnessed for V2V com-
munication. In scenarios where the video services for autonomous vehicle users face
challenges meeting bandwidth demands, especially in congested road segments, the au-
tonomous vehicle can request assistance from RSUs to allocate the required bandwidth.
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Through VLC-V2V technology, other autonomous vehicles can collaborate in bandwidth
scheduling. Furthermore, by leveraging other vehicles that are traveling on the same route
and base stations in uncongested segments, pre-downloading video segments becomes
feasible. Upon the two vehicles reaching the same road segment, VLC-V2V technology is
employed to transmit the pre-downloaded video segments.

In the realm of network technology, caching techniques [205] can be employed to
pre-store video segments that autonomous vehicle users may potentially watch. These
segments are strategically stored in servers near the upcoming base stations that the vehicle
is about to pass through, effectively reducing the latency of video transmission. Moreover,
these video segments can be cached in other autonomous vehicles and transmitted to the
target vehicle via VLC-V2V technology. Expanding beyond video segment caching, edge
servers can also cache previously computed results from VSR models. This facilitates the
handling of computation requests with similar characteristics. Additionally, to achieve
swifter responses to user queries, pre-trained models can be cached at the edge to perform
resource-intensive inference tasks [295].

Furthermore, if two or more autonomous vehicles are within the communication
range of the same base station and are watching the same video content, multicast can be
employed to reduce overall bandwidth requirements. Vehicles requesting the same content
are divided into multiple groups based on the current network conditions. The video is
then broadcast to all vehicles as the basic layer through multicast, while vehicles with better
network conditions can receive an enhanced layer for higher video quality. Vehicles with
good channel conditions may belong to multiple groups, independently receiving data from
different layers, which can later be combined. Through this approach, the “basic”-quality
content is multicast to all vehicles, while the “enhanced”-quality content is transmitted
only to vehicles with better channel conditions [296]. The system can dynamically adjust
groups based on the current network conditions of vehicles in real time to ensure optimal
performance. In addition, vehicles with better network conditions can even use V2V
communication to multicast the received video to those vehicles that are located at the
edge of base station coverage or experiencing weaker signals, thereby improving their
reception quality.

6.2. Open Challenges and Future Research Directions

In the preceding subsection, we presented the architecture and scenarios that we
designed to facilitate video transmission in next-generation vehicular networks. This
architecture seamlessly integrates various emerging technologies with vehicular networks,
considering the distinct characteristics of both vehicles and fixed nodes. However, several
challenges arise, and numerous issues require further consideration. Consequently, this
subsection aims to delve into the challenges that are encountered within this framework
and outline potential directions for future research.

6.2.1. Challenges in Vehicular Networks

The inherent challenges in vehicular networks encompass various aspects, including
the characteristics of their wireless channels, intricacies of resource management, diverse
interfaces, dynamic topology, efficient routing, trajectory design, congestion policy, and
critical considerations of security and reliability. Furthermore, the optimization of sensing,
control, and communications collectively poses a significant challenge [297].

The distinctive attributes of vehicular networks, characterized by high node mobility
and heterogeneity, create hurdles for routing performance in vehicular communications.
While cluster-based dual-phase routing methods, leveraging fog computing, offer scalability
and flexibility, there remains a demand for more robust routing protocols that are capable of
adapting to the dynamic topology and swift node movements in vehicular networks [45].
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6.2.2. V2V Communication during High-Speed Vehicle Movement

While several studies advocate for using car lights as signal transmitters for VLC
in V2V communication, the escalating speed of vehicle movement introduces challenges.
The swift motion may result in unstable communication connections, and in high-velocity
scenarios, the probability of successful communication between vehicular network entities
is diminished due to the limited transmission range [298]. Similarly, in moderately fast
scenarios, vehicular network communication may encounter issues relating to the Doppler
effect, frequent link disruptions, and increased end-to-end latency [8]. Kamiya et al. [299]
demonstrated the effectiveness of vehicles in receiving visible light communication signals
when moving at a speed of 40 km per hour. However, on highways, vehicle speeds far
exceed 40 km per hour, presenting challenges that need to be addressed to enable the use
of VLC for V2V communication in the future.

6.2.3. RF–Optical Heterogeneous and Hybrid Networks

In realizing the spectrum versatility of the next-generation vehicular network, there is
a need for the integration of systems across various frequency bands, encompassing both
RF and optical wireless segments to address heterogeneity. Additionally, supporting mixed
systems and networks that cover the entire spectrum is a crucial aspect of advancement.

However, bringing RF–optical heterogeneous systems and networks into existence
encounters a set of challenges. These challenges include aspects such as mobility manage-
ment and network switching, the design of transmission network protocols, load balancing,
the synchronization of diverse networks, resource allocation, improvement in energy
efficiency, spectrum allocation [300], and the coordination of access points and power
distribution [301].

On the flip side, given the significant frequency difference between the RF and optical
bands, RF–optical heterogeneous networks encounter specific challenges. Firstly, the
heterogeneity of access points poses significant challenges due to frequent switching when
users are on the move [302]. Integrating optical and RF hardware systems to meet the
diverse bandwidth requirements of different transmission mediums becomes challenging
for hybrid systems [303]. Secondly, different optical wireless networks often have distinct
network selection standards, differing from existing RF communication networks. It is
essential to consider how to design optimal network selection strategies [304]. Lastly,
the security challenges that are brought about by heterogeneous systems should not be
underestimated [253].

6.2.4. Multicasting

Presently, the predominant focus of research lies in addressing challenges relating
to traditional wireless network multicast grouping and resource optimization. However,
the inherent mobility of nodes in vehicular networks introduces a dynamic and complex
network topology, coupled with unpredictable user density. These networks are highly
influenced by surrounding environments and intermittent connections, rendering existing
solutions insufficient for the evolving landscape of vehicular networks.

Given these challenges, future research on vehicular network multicast must prioritize
enhancing adaptability. Innovative solutions should effectively tackle node mobility and
the dynamic topology in vehicular environments, accounting for unpredictable variations
in user density. Developing more intelligent routing protocols is essential to handling the
rapidly changing network topology. Moreover, proposing adaptive multicast mechanisms
is crucial to ensuring the efficient utilization of resources.

In addition, considering the dynamic nature of mobile nodes in vehicular networks,
exploring predictive technologies, such as machine learning-based prediction models,
can better anticipate node behavior and forecast network changes. To summarize, future
multicast systems in vehicular networks need to evolve towards greater intelligence, adapt-
ability, and reliability to effectively address the intricate and dynamic nature of vehicular
network environments.
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6.2.5. Video Compression Efficiency and Encoding Delay

Despite the significant advantages offered by VVC over HEVC, it encounters chal-
lenges such as device compatibility issues, longer encoding times, and increased complexity.
As highlighted in [305], while AVC continues to dominate in most VoD and live streaming
content, there is a discernible uptick in the adoption of VVC. This indicates a likely increase
in the prevalence of devices supporting VVC in the coming years.

Moreover, the use of efficient compression algorithms and high-quality encoding
standards, while beneficial, results in extended encoding times and heightened video
complexity, posing challenges for real-time applications. Although LCEVC can alleviate
the complexity of VVC, limitations persist in specific real-time communication and video
streaming scenarios. Hence, it is imperative to address the challenges that are associated
with VVC’s complexity and encoding time.

6.2.6. 360◦ Video Streaming Optimization

In the context of future 360◦ video streaming, the adoption of variable-sized tiles
and alternative projection schemes presents a solution to alleviate bandwidth pressure.
However, this advantage comes with additional storage and computational costs, demand-
ing careful consideration in system design. When implementing transmission methods,
addressing uncertainties or failures in FoV predictions is essential in order to enable users
to smoothly transition to the correct view in case of prediction inaccuracies, ensuring
a continuous viewing experience. In such situations, the development of efficient and
intelligent adaptive algorithms is imperative. These algorithms should account for user
heterogeneity, taking into consideration factors such as the device performance, network
bandwidth, and viewing preferences. Achieving more precise predictions and adaptive
adjustments may involve leveraging machine learning and establishing user models.

Within the dynamic and unstable vehicular network environment, ensuring an excel-
lent video streaming experience under any condition is crucial. Furthermore, for enhanced
exploration experiences, prioritizing the seamless transition of the FoV is essential. This
involves achieving fluid switches between video content and dynamically adjusting FoV
predictions based on user behavior, ensuring natural transitions as users rotate their heads.

6.2.7. Volumetric Video Optimizing

The variations in data formats for volumetric videos are substantial, with each format
presenting its own set of advantages and disadvantages. For example, volumetric data
types like point clouds and meshes offer a more precise representation of the scene but
come with the drawback of increased encoding complexity. Conversely, MVD data opt for
reducing processing complexity at the expense of reconstruction quality.

To enhance encoding quality, a proposed strategy involves leveraging point cloud data
to capture and encode intricate and essential objects in the scene, while employing MVD
data for simpler and less critical elements. This approach capitalizes on the distinctive
characteristics of both data types to elevate the overall encoding quality. Consequently,
there is a need to explore more efficient and high-quality unified encoding frameworks that
can seamlessly handle different data formats and effectively exploit relationships between
dissimilar data types.

6.2.8. UAV-Assisted Communication

Due to their extensive coverage capabilities, UAVs can function as aerial radio access
points in the 6G-V2X network. UAVs offer various services for vehicle users, including
relaying, caching, and computation. Particularly in congested driving environments, UAVs
can collaborate with stationary network nodes, such as base stations, to manage wireless
networks and enhance the user experience. With their nearly unrestricted 3D movements,
UAVs serve as flying agents, enabling a range of unique V2X applications.

Despite advancements in UAV technology, challenges persist in the UAV V2X system
domain. Maintaining reliable and fast wireless communication between UAVs and ground
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vehicles proves challenging due to the dynamic channel characteristics resulting from the
movement of both entities. While LoS links are anticipated in UAV–ground vehicle channels,
ongoing efforts are directed at measuring and modeling such channels. Other critical
challenges include ensuring safety and compliance with regulations, smooth integration
with existing networks, and addressing the limited battery life of UAVs [306].

6.2.9. Satellite Network

Due to their extensive coverage capabilities, satellite networks operate seamlessly
across challenging terrains, making LEO satellites a valuable asset for aiding computational
processes. LEO satellites serve as an extension of and enhancement to ground wireless
networks, playing a pivotal role in computing and transmitting resources. For instance,
LEO technology can be integrated into the edge servers of ground networks. In a research
paper [307], the suggestion is to leverage LEO satellites for directly handling the substantial
data that are produced by IoT devices, eliminating dependence on ground-based cloud
servers. This approach effectively reduces IoT network traffic, leading to decreased power
consumption in dedicated ground servers.

While LEO satellites have the potential to enhance network communication efficiency,
they encounter various technical challenges compared to ground network edge comput-
ing. These challenges include the expenses that are associated with individual satellites,
adverse conditions in space, and the rapid movement of LEO satellites. Moreover, devices
connecting to LEO satellites often switch between satellites, resulting in potential delays or
failures in data transmission.

6.2.10. Challenges of Blockchain in Vehicular Networks

A smart contract is a specialized protocol that is used for establishing contracts within
the blockchain. In the future, these contracts may play a role in facilitating payments
within vehicular networks, such as managing charging payments or optimizing available
bandwidth in vehicles. This potential integration could bring greater flexibility to resource
allocation across the entire vehicular network. However, incorporating blockchain into the
IoV presents challenges and limitations.

Firstly, while blockchain may integrate with technologies like MEC and cloud comput-
ing in vehicular networks, the execution of smart contracts requires substantial computing
resources, potentially leading to performance issues [238]. Secondly, as the number of
transactions and the data scale increases, concerns arise about the ability of blockchain
systems to efficiently process these data. The expansion of the blockchain requires storing
and synchronizing the entire blockchain history, resulting in a significant increase in storage
requirements and synchronization time [308]. Therefore, minimizing processing latency is
crucial in addressing these challenges.

6.2.11. Redefining QoE

In the realm of multimedia technology, the importance of enhancing the QoE has
significantly grown, emerging as a key indicator for technological development and appli-
cations. QoE encompasses not only the transmission and delivery of multimedia content
but also various aspects of user perception. Similarly, there is a need to redefine users’
QoE when dealing with volumetric video. Achieving this requires interdisciplinary col-
laboration, establishing connections between network demands and how users perceive
visuals. For instance, research indicates that the human eye cannot detect images that are
shown for durations under 13 milliseconds [309], setting a maximum threshold for network
timing requirements.

Presently, there is a noticeable gap in QoE research that is specifically dedicated
to volumetric video. Achieving high-quality volumetric video transmission requires a
concerted effort to enhance research on QoE that is specific to this domain. This may
entail the development of new encoding standards, transmission protocols, and decoding
technologies to ensure audiences receive an exceptional visual experience in this highly
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immersive video environment. In-depth research in this field will play a crucial role in
advancing the future development of multimedia technology, ultimately providing more
captivating and engaging video viewing experiences.

6.2.12. Pricing Strategy for Vehicle Computing and Transmission

The rise of edge computing and transmission has significantly improved performance
and efficiency across various applications. Nevertheless, challenges persist when integrat-
ing this technology into video streaming systems. Firstly, video processing and transmission
tasks may escalate computational complexity and energy consumption for computing facil-
ities in vehicles, and users may be hesitant to engage in computations without providing
feedback to the systems. Secondly, due to limitations in bandwidth and computing re-
sources, achieving a balanced allocation is crucial [310]. In this context, developing sensible
pricing strategies becomes essential to offer appropriate user feedback and strike a balance
between energy utilization and cost-effectiveness.

7. Conclusions

As we witness continuous advancements in autonomous driving and multimedia
technologies, we are ushering in a new era where multimedia applications dominate
vehicular networks. In the forthcoming years, vehicles will be equipped with a diverse
array of multimedia applications, with immersive videos taking the lead. However, the
widespread adoption of immersive multimedia applications in the vehicular environment
brings forth challenges that are posed by vehicular networks and immersive videos, such
as node mobility and the need for high bandwidth and low latency. In this dynamic
setting, it is imperative to leverage the distinctive characteristics of vehicular networks
and implement cutting-edge network technologies to address challenges and ensure the
seamless operation of multimedia applications.

This survey is dedicated to examining video streaming within vehicular networks,
with a notable focus on advancements in video processing technologies and next-generation
network technologies. This survey begins by outlining the essential features of video
transmission in vehicular networks and tracing the evolution of vehicular communications.
It offers insights into the distinctions and characteristics of different video types.

Following this introduction, this survey thoroughly explores contemporary streaming
approaches. It commences with fundamental video coding principles and advances to
processing methods and coding standards that are specifically tailored to immersive videos.
The discussion encompasses AI-based VSR techniques, bandwidth-adaptive transmission
technologies, and immersive video FoV prediction, designed to alleviate computational
load and bandwidth requirements. Furthermore, the survey introduces the incorporation
of caching and multicasting technologies that are relevant to vehicular networks, aiming to
further diminish transmission latency and reduce bandwidth consumption.

Acknowledging the existing research gaps in video streaming within next-generation
vehicular networks, this survey outlines various challenges and suggests future research
directions. These encompass the optimization of vehicular communication technologies,
the development of more efficient adaptive transmission strategies, and the integration and
application of emerging technologies. The survey not only contributes to improving the
in-car experience for users but also provides guidance for video equipment suppliers and
vehicle manufacturers in their development endeavors. Video equipment suppliers are
urged to provide equipment that aligns with the latest video processing technologies, while
vehicle manufacturers can design corresponding software and hardware by comprehending
users’ preferences for in-car video viewing. For example, as highlighted in [51], features
like automatic seat movement and glass screen projection can be incorporated during
holographic meetings, offering users a more immersive experience. In essence, this survey
aims to propel advancements in the field of video transmission within vehicular networks.
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